" Sanctify them through thy truth ; thy word is truth." John 17:17.
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He is seated by the side of his Father on his.
slowly ascended fronr-annong them, drawn heavenward by_a power stronger\than any earthly attrac- throne. The Saviour presents the 'captives he has
ISSUED MONTHLY
tion. As- he passed upward, the awe-struck dis- rescued from the bonds -of death at the price of his
for the
ciples looked with straining eyes for the last'glimpse own life. His hands place immortal crowns upon
AlUSTUALLEAN
of their ascending Lord. /A cloud of glory 'received their brow's; for they are the representatives and
of the
him out of their sight, and at, the same moment samples of those who shall be redeemed' by the '
'iiltarnagOrbai bract arid „. iesionary Society. there floated down to their charmed senses the blood of ChriSt, from all nations, tongues,' and
sweetest and most joyous music from the angel people, and come forth from the dead, when - he,
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shall call the just from their graves at his second
choir:
While their gaze was still riveted upward, voices coming. Then Shall they see the marks of _Calvary
Devoted to the promulgation of moral and social reforms, from a
purely Bible standpoint.
addressed them which sounded,like the Music which in the- glorified body of the Son of God. Their
Address all communications to Echo Publishing House, Rae and
had just charmed them. They turned, and saw greatest joy will be found in the presence of Him Scotcbmer Streets, North Fitzroy, Melbourne, Victoria.
two beings in the form of men ; yet their heavenly who ,sitteth • on the throne ; and the enraptured
character was immediately discerned by the disciples, saints will exclaim, My Beloved- is mine and I am'
CR AF C
whom they'addressed in comforting accents, saying : his ! He is the chief among ten 'thousand, and
" Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye gazing up into altogether lovely!
'THE keynote of lift'S harmony is sacrifice;
. Not twice, or thrice, •
The disciples returned to Jerusalem, not mournheaven ? this same -Jesus, which is taken up from
Beneath each sum, will souls bow down
you into heaven, slain so come in like Manner as ye ing, but full of jOy. When last they .looked uponTo lay the crown
have seen him go into heaven." These angels were their Lord,, his countenance -shone with heavenly
Df•will or time beneath strange feet,
of the company that had been waiting in a shilling brightness, and he smiled lovingly upon •them.
. But many times, that life's chords may be sweet..
Who sacrifices most
cloud to escort Jesus to his thrdne ; and in sym- Those hands that 'had so often beer stretched forth
Drinks deepest life's rich. strain, counting no cost, pathy and love for th"ose whom the Saviour had left, in the act of blessing the Sick and the affliotedoind- But giving self on every side
they came to remove 411 uncertainty from their in rebuking demons,—those--,hands which had been;
Daily aahourly, sanctified
winds, and 'to give them the assurance :that he bruised by the cruel nails,—were mercifully.extended,But in the giving.
as thOugh in the discipleS they embraced the whole Living
would come to earth again.
-Ts but the bearing, the enduring,
All heaven waited to welcome-the Saviour to the world, and called down a blessingtpon all the followers
The clashing of hammer,-the cutting,
celestial courts. As he ascended, he led the way, of Christ. Beams of light seemed to emanate from,
The straining of the strings,
and the multitude of captive's whom he had raised those dear hands, and to fall upon the watching,The growth of harmony's pure wings.
.
Life is the tuning-time, complete
'from the dead at the time when he came forth from waiting ones.
Alone when every Chord is sweet
',The most precious fact to the disciples in the
the. tomb, fiillowed him. The heavenly host, with
Through sacrifice. No untuned string
songs of joy and triumph escort him upward. At ascension of Jesus was that he -went from them inCan music bring;
the portals of the city of 'God' an innumerable' com- to heaven in the tangible form of their divine No untried life
Teacher. The very same Jesus who had walked,Has triumphed, having passed the strife.
pany of angels await his coming. - .
True living
As they approach the gates of the city, the and talked, and prayed with them ; who- had
fs learning all about the giving.
angels escorting the Majesty of heaven, in.triumph- broken bread with them ; who had been with them
=' cow Klingle, in illustrated Christian Weekly.
ant tones address 'the company at the portals : in their boats on the lake ; who -had sought retire- ,
" Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates,' and be ye lifted ment with them in the groves ; and who had that
up, ye everlasting doors,- arid the King of Glory very day 'toiled with them up the steep ascent of shall conic in !" The.waiting angels at the gates of. Olivet,—had ,ascended to heaven in the,,form of .
the city inquire in rapturous, strains, "Who is this humanity. : And the heavenly messengers had
King of Glory ?" The escorting angels joyously re- assured them that the very same Jesus whom they
The Saviour, Glorified.
ply in songs of triumph : " The Lord, strong and had seen go up into heaVen should come again in'
BY MRS. E. G. WHITE.
mighty ! The Lord, mighty in battle ! Lift up like manner as he had ascended. This assurance your heads, 0 -ye gates, even lift them up, ye ever- has ever been, and will be till the close of time, the
CHRIST had sojourned, in the world for. thirty- lasting doors,' and the King of Glory shall conic, hope and joy of all true lovers of Christ.
three years ; he had endured its scorn, insult,- and in'!"'' Again, the waiting angels _ask, " Who is this
The disciples rejoiced, not-that they were deprived
Mockery ; .he had been rejected and calcified. Now, King , of Glory ?" .ATA the escorting angels re- of their Master and, Teacher-, for this was to theima
when -about - to ascend to his throne of glory,, as be spond in melodious strains, " The Lord of hosts .' cause for personal mourning rather than' joy ; but reviews the ingratitude of the people he came to he is the King of G loryr- Then the portals of the JesuS'had assured them, that 'he would send- the
'save,, will he not withdraw his sympathy and love city of God are widely opened, and the heavenly Comforter, as an equivalent for his visible presence.- .froM them ? Will not his affections be centered on train pass in, amid a burst of angelic music. All He had said : " If ye loved - me, re would rejoice
that world where he is appreciated, and where sin- the heavenly host surround their majestic ,Com- because I said, I go unto. the -Father." They re
less angels adore him, and wait to do his bidding ? mander, as he takes his position 'upon the throne joiced because Jesus had, wrought out salvation for
man ; he had answered the claims of the law, and
—No ; his promise to those loved one whom he of the Father._
leaves on earth is, " Lo, I am with you alway, even
With the deepest adoration- and Joy,'the hosts of- had become a perfect'offering for man ; lie had as-- -'unto the end of the world." . Before his conflict, he angels bow before him, while the glad shout rings tended to heaven to carry forward the work of atonehad;-prayed. the Father that they might not be taken through the courts . of -heaven : " Worthy - is the ment begun on earth. , He was man's Advocate, his
out of the ,world, but should be kept - from the evil Lamb that was slain to receive power, and riches, Intercessor with the Father.
which
, the world. •
When the disciples returned to Jerusalein alone,
and wisdom, and- strength, and honor, and glory,
Jesus led the way to -the _vicinity of Bethany. and blessing !" Songs of triumph mingle- with people looked at, them, expecting 'to see in their
ITe; then pauSed, and -they all gathered about him. music from angelic_ harps, till heaven-seems to over- faces expressions of sorrow, confusion, and defeat ; 'mils of light, seemed to- radiate from his, counte- flow with: delightful harmony and inconceivable joy but they saw there gladness and triumph, They did _
-.n,ance, as he' looked with deep love upon his disciples. and praise. The Son of and has triumphed over not wail over disappointed 'hopes but were coritinu--.He.upbraided them not for their faults and failures r the' prince of -darkness, and conquered death and ally in the temple praising.and blessing God.- - The buVwerdS,,of nmitterable tenderneSs were the last_ -the 'gave., -Heaven rings with voices in' lofty priests' and 'rulers -were at a , less- to understand' this
whiCh fell .upon their ears from the lips 'of, „their strains, proclaiMing :
Blessing, . mid ',honer, and _mystery. After'the discouraging events connected
Lord. -with hatds -outstretched. ',in blesSink-therr, glory, and power be -unte`I-lim that Sitteth upon the with the trial,. condemnation, and ignominious death
and as - ii'iri::a0ril'anee of Ifis: protecting care, he throne; and -auto the LaMb forever' p,'rid'ever
of their- Master, the- disciples 'were-supposed to- be
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Repentance.
defeated and ashamed ; but they now came -forth
With - huoyant spirits, and countenances beaming
WE are always in danger of' forgetting this lowly
with a joy not born of earth.
They _told the wonderful story of Christ's glo- but excellent grace. W need often to refresh our
rious resurrection and ascension to heaven; and memories with the testimony of the Bible concerning
na'any believed their testimony. The disciples had the-first of all the graces which the Spirit of Godno longer a vague distrust of the future they knew creates in our souls. , We do not naturally love
that Jesus was in heaven ; that his sympathies were repentance. It is not so cheering as faith, which
unchanged ; that he was identifying himself with brings to our view the glory of the kingdom of God.
.Suffering humanity, receiving the , prayers of his It is not-So encouraging as hope, which - makes us
people ; that he was pleading with God the merits feel that we shall in due time inherit the things
of his own precious blood, showing his wounded which God has promised. - We prefer_joy and peace
hands and feet, as a reminder of the price he had to that grace which. begins with godly sorrow for
paid for his redeemed. They knew that he would sin, and which leads us with humility of heart to
come again, "escorted, by the heavenly host, and they confess our faults to those whom we have injured,
looked upon this event, not as a dreaded calamity, and to God, against whom we have sinned,.-Nor does repentance end with the acknowledgment
but as an occasion for great joy and longing anticipation. They knew, that lie would stand- again up- of our sins, nor even ,with prayer to God toy pardon.
onthe Mount of _Olives, while the Hebrew hallelu- Repentance watches for an opportunity to correct the
jahs' should mingle with Gentile hosannas, and evil we have done to others, whether it has been by
myriads of voices should unite in the glad accla- dishonesty, or by cruelty, or by falsehood, or by
mation :•'‘,‘ Crown him Lord of all !" They knew neglect, or by any, other means. We can never
that he had ascended to heaven to prepare mansions undo the-sins w 'ave committed ; but we can shoW
for his obedient children, and that he would return to all the - wo d that we have deep repentance for
our sins,,_and that_our character has been so changed
and take them unto.hiMself.
--- With joy the disciples related to their brethren the by the,Spirit , of God that we no longer love andnews of their Lord's ascension. They now felt that practice wickedness.
We can never do this by self-justification. We
they lead a Friend at the throne of God, and were
eager to,prefer -their requests to the. Father in the may by such means deceive -ourselves ; but we canname of Jesus-. They gathered together in solemn_ not deceive God nor even our fellow-men. RepentAwe and bowed in prayer, repeatiec,, to each other, ,ance is always honorable;for it shows that we are
the assurance of the Saviour : "-Whatsoever ,ye not in love with sin, and ttawe will,spare no pains
shall ask the Father in my name, he will get to correct our faults when once we have .discovered
you.. Hitherto have ye asked nothing in my name; them. Self-justification is always despicable ; for
ask, and ye shall receive, that your joy may be full." it shows that we - are incapable of knowing, or
During the ten days follow
ing the ascension, they, unwilling to know, our own faults, or that we are,
With one accord, devoted the time to prayer and willing to shun repentance by covering up our sins.
If we do truly repent'of our sins, our prayer will
- praise, waiting for the descent of the/ Holy Ghost.
They extended the hand of faith higher and higher, be : " Create in me a clean heart, 0 God, and renew
with the mighty argument, " It is Christ that died, a right spirit within me." David prayed that he
yea,' rather, that is risen- again, who is even 'at the might be purged with hyssop (Ps. 51:: 7, 10), which
right hand of God, who also maketh intercession is a very bitter herb. When the Israelites ate the
_Passover, they ate it with bitter herbs. Ex. 12 : 8.
for us."
He who considered it not, robbery to be equal This-signifies that repentance is necessary to those
with God, once trod the earth, bearing our suffering who feed upon Christ, our true Passover. 1 Cor.
and sorrowing nature, and tempted__ inall points 5 : 7, 8. When John the Baptist began to preach,
like as we are vand now he appears in the presence his first words were : " Repent-ye ; for the kingdom
. of God as our great High Priest, ready to accept of heaven is at hand." Matt. 3 : 2. When Christ
began to preach,, he used the same words. Matt.
- the repentance and to answer the prayers of his
4
: 17. When the people on the day of Pentecost
people, and, through the merits of his own righteousness, to present them to the - Father. He demanded what they shoulddo, Peter said : " Repent
raises his wounded hands to God, and claims-their and be baptized." Acts 2 : 37, 38.
This kind-of preaching will never cease while God
blood-bought pardon. I have graven them on the
palms of my hands, he pleads. Those memorial has faithful ministers to do his work. Those who
wounds of my humiliation and anguish secure to my preach faith without repentance do not preach ,the
gospel of Christ. They, encourage men to believe
- church the .best gifts of Omnipotence.
that they are already pardoned, and that they have
What a source of joy to, the disciples, to know
that they had such a friend in heaven to plead in nothing to do but to believe it and to rejoice., If
"their - behalf ! Through the visible ascension of this doctrine were true, it would follow that -,God
pardons sins before they are committed, and that he
Christ; all their views and contemplations of heaven
were changed. Now heaven was connected 'with has already pardoned the sins which we shall commit
the thought of Jesus, whom they had loved and next week or next year. So when we fall into sin,
reverenced above all others, with whom they had con- we need not be greatly troubled. We have only to
console ourselves with the thought that the sin-was
versed and journeyed, whom they had handled,
even in his resurrected body, who had spoken hope-- pardoned long before it was committed, and that
awl comfort to their hearts, and who, while the. repentance, confession, or reparation are things
unnecessary and unevangelic.
.„
words were upon his lips, -had been taken up before
But we shall search the Bible in vain for such
their eyes, the tones of his voice coming back to them
_doctrine as. this. Faith without works, according
as the cloudy chariot of angels received him : " Lo, I
to St. James, is dead. James 2 :14-26. The first
'am with you alway,. even unto the end of the
of all good works is repentance. When faith is
world."
-commanded without the mention of repentance,
Basel, Switzerland.
repentance is always implied ; and when repentance
Hill and the Antinomian.
is commanded without the mention.of faith, faith is
always implied. Repentance and faith belong
RowLANT, HILL had no sympathy with antino- together; and faith does not precede repentance, but
mianism. He was visitedby one who held this doctrine follows it. Acts. 20: 20, 21.
one day, who rebuked him for preaching the law so
Faith which works by love may be called the tree
strictly.
" Do you sir," asked Hill, "hold the, ten which produces the good works that are manifested
commandments to be a- rule of life for Christians?" in the life of the Christian. But the soil in which
"‘:Certainly not," replied the visitor. Hill rang the, this tree is planted is repentance wrought in the
bell, and when the servant made his appearance, lie -heart by the Spirit of God. It is said of Christ at
quietly said, -" John, show that man, to the door, his first advent :- " When we shall see, him, there is
and keep your eye on hint until he is _beyond reach no beauty that we should desire him." 53 !2.
of-every article of wearing apparel or other property But in truth the - character of Christ-was? the_ perin the hall."
fection of beauty; and it was only because men Were.
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blind that they could see no beauty in him. A.s
it was with Christ, -so it is now with repentance.
The pride of our hearts causes us to despise this
most excellent grace ; yet no lovelier. grace is manifested in the life of the Christian. Our_ proud hearts
rebel at the thought of repentance, because repentance bids us humble ourselves before God. Our
sinful nature opposes repentance, because repentance
demands that we should leave- our sins. Satan tells
us that repentance will cause us to be despised, and
that we shall never know-joy if we yield to the Spirit
of God,_and_suffer.that Spirit to create godly sorrow
within-Our hearts. T-c-t-adl who leave Submitted to
God will testify that there ls,no
,. joy like that ofpardoned sin, and that godly sorrow for sin, that,
causes the heart to break, brings with it the peace
of God that passeth all understanding,: and joy in
the Holy Spirit that surpasses all the joys of eartlid
Our troubles come from the hardness of ofirbeaaiN
God would make our hearts tender by his good
Spirit, if we were not -sounwilling to repent. We
cling to sin as if it were our chief good. - But sin is
a terrible deceivei-, and, brings only ruin and death;
Heb. 3 : 13 ; -Ruin. 6 : 21-23.
Let us put away our sins by true repentance.
We can wash our raiment in the blood of Christ,
but we can only do it by repentance' and faith. We
have wasted much time, and we know not that even
a single day remains to us. After so long a time.
in which the Spirit of God has been grieved by our
love of self, let us yield to God without reserve. God
yet waits to be gracious. The blood of Christ has
efficacy to cleanse from sin. To-day if ye will bear
his voice -harden not your hearts.—J. N. Andrews.
Tice Future of Religion.
WHEN wesay that one feature of our age, as'
characteristic as it is alarming, is the- fact that religion
—the fear of God—is disappearing, leaving behind
only skepticism, impiety, and deprivation, and that,
too, in the face of the accomplishment of the proph-.=
ecies of the Revealed Word, our, readers must not
believe that we are alone in viewing things in this
light.
We place before them two extracts from the pens
of eminent and respected writers, which show plainlyhow true it is that piety is to-day disappearing from
sight with a sickening rapidity. Especially do we
see confirmed beyond all doubt, the moral decadence
of Protestantism, the loss of its vitality, the wasting of that powerful and salutary influence which it
ought to have to oppose the -current, hourly more
impetuous, of corruption and immorality.
We give the following from one of the editors of
the Revue Politique et LitOraire in an article devoted to the book of Pelletan, " Is God Dead ?"
Says M. Berard Varagnac
" Were Catholicism near its end, what assurance
have we that Protestantism would gather its heritage? What, pray, are the indications of it ?,
Where are the characteristic facts that would reveal
it ? For myself I see only its contrary indications:
I see a divided Protestantism, and I seek in vain its
recent conquests. With us, it has not recovered,
during two centuries,' the terrible blow which the
abominable revocation of -the Edict of Nantes gave.
it. It presents to us 'the image, not of a rising tide, or an overflowing stream, but, if I may dare
say it, of those inland seas or lagoons, isolated here
and there in the holloWs of the plains; -and from
which, from century-to century, the waters and the
salts evaporate. Let no one Misinterpret this freedom of .expression. I bear .to it, .from the heart,_
only sympathy and respect ; but it is clear that
Protestantism is, at present, destitute of all the,
power of expansion which it formerly had. and,
on the other hand, where is the first premonitory
sign of - its awakening, of its new birth ?, I dietinguish in the Protestantism of our days- a group
very liberal- and innovating in its tendencies. Is
this the nucleus of the future -phalanxes to:whour
you promiSe the.world ? Truly the well-intending
and distinginshe men ;who compose them have not- ,
the air of oonquerehrs---, They have too much of WM-
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perance,- of high and philosophic reasoning, and with
_this, in religion as in politick, one can subdue
nothing.'
-M. Reveilland, editor of Le Signal, commenting
neon these words, declareS that it is " without astonishment, though not without sadness " that he
reads them. So, though he finds it, it is true,
slightly overdrawn, he -cannot but bow before the
humiliating picture.
We cite now M. de rressense in a report of the
`Meeting of- the Evangelical Alliance, which apk
Teased in the 1?evue Chretienne for October :—
I will only refer to the essential character ofthese meetings, so full of interest: The seriousness
of the new aspects presented 'by the religion of our
epoch was_recounized. The deduction, drawn with
resistible evidence from the religious statistics
Mich occupied a large place in the meetings at
Copenhagen, and in particular from the very interesting. report of Dr. Christlieb, Upon religious indifference everywhere manifest, is that there is no
longer an established Christianity. The old paganism, under the form of naturalism, overflows in the
Midst of the baptized natives, The question for the
'churches is no longer to preserve simply their heritge, but to re-conquer their lost estates ; to substilute what the Scriptures call the sword of the. Spirit
'tips- the pastoral staff which now leads the docile
hitiltitude to spread the word ; and without neglecting the far-away missions, from which very
'interesting reports have been given, to pursue boldly
the home mission, the mission in the heart of our
Europe, in a word, to take up again the teachings
of the primitive apostolate. This is what may be
designated as the key-note in the meetings at
openhagen."
Note this : it was the key-rots of an assembly
'Which was the universal representation of Protestantism. Could a more- striking fact be expressed in
"more significant terms ? After this, bow is it
possible to doubt the fulfillment in our day of the
Predictions of -the word of God as to the moral condition of the world in the "last days" ?
B. I. WHITNEY.
Basel, Switzerland.
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What to do with Worries,

I KNEW a Christian lady who had a very heavy
temporal burden. It took away her sleep and her
appetite, and there was danger of her health breaking down under it. One,, day, when it seemed
especially heavy, she noticed lying on, the table near
her a little tract called "Hannah's Faith." Attracted by the title, she picked it up and began to
read it, little knowing, however, that it was to
create a revolution in her whole experience. The
story was of a poor woman who had been carried
triumphantly through a life-of unusual-sorrow. She
was-giving the history of her life to a kind visitor
on one occasion, and at the close the visitor said
feelingly,
" 0 Hannah, I do not see how you could hear so
Much sorrow."
"- I' did not bear it," was the quick reply ; ." the
Lord bore it for me."
" Yes,"- said the visitor, " that is the right way.
You must take your troubles to the Lord."
" Yes," replied Hannah, "but we must do more
than 'that ; we must leave them there. Most
people," she continued, 0 take their burdens to him;
but they bring them away with them again, and
are just, as worried and unhappy as ever. But I
'take mine, and I leave them with him, and: come
away and forget them. And it the Worry comes
back, I take it to -him again ; I do this over and
over, until at last I just forget that rhaye any
worries, and am at perfect rest."
My friend was very much struck with this plan,
and resolved to try it. The circumstances of her
life she could not alter ; but she took them to the
Lord, and handed them over into his management';
-and then she believed that he took the burden, and
se left an the responsibility and the worry and
.anxiety with him. As often as-111dr anxieties re-

turned, she took theni back ; and the result was
that although the circumstances remained unchanged,
her soul was kept in perfect- peade in the midst of
them. She felt that she had found- out a blessed
secret, and from that time she never again tried to'
carry her own burdens, nor to manage anything for
herself.
And the secret she found so effectual in her outward affairs she found to be still more effectual in
her inward, ones, which were in- truth even more
utterly unmanageable. She abandoned her whole
self to the Lord, with all that she was and all that
she had, and, believing that he took that which- she
had committed to him, she ceased to fret and worry,
and her life became all sunshine in the gladness of
belonging to him. It was a very simple secret she.
found out—only this, that it was possible to obey
God's commandment contained in these words : " Be
careful for nothing ; but in everything by prayer and
supplication, with thanksgiving, let your requests be
Made known unto God ; " and that in obeying it,
the result would inevitably -be according to the
promiSe, that the "peace of God which passeth all
understanding shall keep -your hearts and minds
through Christ- Jesus."—Sel.
STAND AL ONE.

STAND alone, if thy soul would reach
The highest goal of manly worth ;
The strength to do and power to dare
Come not alone from friends of earth.
•

Seek not the heraldry of fame,
Nor lean on giddy hopes of life;
Stand, mid the tempest and the storm,
A fearless hero in the strife.
Should friendship with her smiles depart,
Betray thy confidence and trust,
Then stand alone ; earth has no fear
For him who hath his purpose just.
Should voices lure thy steps astray,
With siren tones, from paths of light,
Stand, like the adamant unmoved,
For God and truth, Lir heaven, and right.

Trace step by step with steady pace
The path by virtue ever trod ;
And stand alone when all depart,
A Daniel, with a Daniel's God.
B. HARE.
Healelsbuiaj , Calif orp,ia
The Hope of the Righteous.
"And the ransomed of the Lord shall return, and come to Zion
with songs sod everlasting joy upon then. heads ; they shall obtain
joy and gladness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee away." Isa. 35:10.

ISAIAH was blessed of the Lord by being permitted
to have a view of the redeemed in their glorified
state. Glorious promises to the righteous are recorded by him. He also writes orfearful scenes to
be witnessed by them before they enter their everlasting possession.
The apostle Peter says that the holy prophets
spoke of the restitution of all things. And so they
did. Micah declared that the first dominion should
come to the Stronghold, or Saviour, of the daughter
of Zion. The first dominion was this earth in its
Eden beauty. That was lost by transgression ; but
Christ came to seek and to save that which was lost.
He declares that he will make all things new.
Therefore this earth will be restored to its primeval glory.
Isaiah tells us that the " wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad for them ; and the desert
shall rejoice and blossom as the rose." This
whole earth will be made " a desolate wilderness" by the great army of the Lord at the second
coming of Christ. Joel 2. And thus it will remain for a thousand years ; after this, the city of
God, the camp of the saints, will descend with all
the shining hosts and thdgin of Glory. The
wicked-will then be raised to receive the devouring
fire, which will leave the earth free from sin and
sinners. Rev. 20 ; Ps. 37. " Then shall the
righteous shine forth as the sun in'the kingdom of
their Father." Matt. -13 : 43. This earth thatiwas
" a desolate wildernesS," " a solitary place;" shall
be glad for them ; for they (the righteous) have been
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away from1t for a thousand years. - Then they will receive their " everlasting possession ;" and from
one new moon to another, and front one Sabbath to
another, they will all assemble to worship their
King. Yes, "the ransomed of the Lord shall return, And come to Zion with songs and everlasting
joy upon their heads." - And because there shall be
no death there, nor any pain, " sorrow and sighing
shall flee away." Grand promise ! Glorious reward ! Zion, the
city of our solemnities, is that " strong city " of
which- the saints will sing in that day when they
wait with anxious eyes to behold their King. Trials
and sore afflictions will have separated them from
the world. All their joy will be to think of the
future. During the plagues they will be protected
by the angels of God (Ps. 91) ; yet their hearts will meditate terror (Isa. 33 : 18) ; for the angels will be
unseen by them. They can only hear them saying,
" This is the way, walk ye in it." Isa. 30 : 21.
Then - mortal men on earth will be holy ; for the
decree will have passed : " He that is holy, let him
be holy still." Probation will be over ; for the unmixed wrath of God will be falling on the ungodly. These scenes will not last long ; for the Lord then
says, " Behold-; I come quickly." Rev. 22 : 11, 12.
Isaiah says they that give the proclamation of
coming salvation to the end of the world shall be
called " the holy people, the redeemed of the Lord."
Chap. 62 : 1-1, 12. Following this is a description
of One whose- garments are sprinkled with blood,
One who is mighty to save. And he declares :
" The day of vengeance is in mine heart, and the
year of my redeemed is come." This is the time
during which the plagues will fall. Rev. 18 : 8.
To illustrate how "God's people will be protected, he
mentions the loving kindness of the Lord to ancient
Israel" " The angel of his presence saved them." How good the Lord is! , How wise the plan
Mortal eyes cannot endure the shining brilliancy of
the heavenly angels. But at this time they will be
guarded on every side by hearing a " word behind "
them. Isa. 80 : 21.
Many scorn the idea of a special work of preparation for ,the last generation. Perhaps they do not
Consider that all the living who are saved will have
to become -holy in order to be called holy by Him
who "is like a refiner's fire, and like fuller's soap."
But they tell us, " The Lord will have to forgive our
sins; just as he has always forgiven sins." The good
of past ages are saved because they sincerely repented,
and because Christ pledges his blood to the Father
that if they had lived till.the perfed day they would
have become blameless. See 1 Thess. 5 : 4, 23.
Therefore, brethren', let us not " sleep as do others,"
but let us " watch and be sober." We ID ust become
righteous, and we must do it by true repentance and
careful watching with fervent prayer.' We can
then be numbered with that waiting " holy people."
And when the afflictions are all over, our eyes Will
behold the King in his beauty. We 'can look up
with joy and say, " Lo, this is our God ; we have
waited for him, and he will save us."
Soon the voice of the archangel and the trump of
God will -shake the earth. The heavens will tremble
at the sound. The dead will hear and live. Then
the waiting 'remnant will unite with the good of all
past time, and ascend with shouts of victory to
worlds on high. Oh, the rejoicing ! It is said that
tears will then be wiped _from off all faces, but it
almost seems that tears would be shed for joy as
saints clasp glad hands in the kingdom. What - A
meeting ! —G. V. Kilgore.
PAUL taught that there was no hope of a future
life except through the resurrection of the dead.
Here are his words : " If, after the manner of men,
I have fought with beasts at Ephesus, what advantaged' it me if the dead rise not ? Let us eat and
drink, for to-morrow we die." 1 Cor. 15 : 32. What
did Paul mean by this ?—Just what he said ; that
if the dead rise not, they had better eat and drink,
for to-morrow they would die, and there was no
future life. All hinges, then, not on a man's
natural immortality, but on God's power and
promise to raise him from the dead.
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Volumes could not make it plainer. The " seventh
day " the Lord's day.
WHAT saith the past to thee?—Weep!
That the seventh day of the week is meant, is
. Truth is departed ;
abundantly proved by the, giving of the manna, as
Beauty hath died like the dream of a sleep,
recorded in the 16th chapter of Exodus. Whoever
Love is faint-hearted ;
Trifles of sense, the profoundly unreal,
will take the pains to examine this chapter will see
Scare from our spirits God's holy ideal ;
that God proved and , tested his people by the SahSo as a funeral bell, slowly and deep,
bath ; and that he gave them no manna on the
So tolls the past to thee I Weep
seventh day of the week, and that for forty years
How speaks the present hour?—Act!
he thus pointed out to his people the meaning of
Walk, upward glancing ;
the fourth commandment, from ,which our - last
So shall thy footsteps in glory be traced,
quotation is made. The latter part of the cornSlow, but advancing.
Scorn not the smallness of daily endeavor,
mandment assigns the following reason for which
Let the great meaning ennoble it ever ;
the Sabbath was given : " For in six days the Lord
' Droop not o'er efforts expended in vain,
Made heaven and earth, the sea and all that in them
Work as believing that labor is gain.
is, and rested the seventh day ; wherefore the Lord
What cloth the future say ?—Hope
blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it." By this
Turn thy face sunward !
we are pointed to the origin of the Lord's day. It
Look I Where light fringes the far-rising slope,
was at the close of creation week. Of its instiDry cometh onward.
Watch Though so longbe the twilight delaying, tution we read: " Thus the heavens and the earth
Let the first sunbeam arise on thee praying;
- were finished, and all the host of them ; and on
Fear not ; for greater is God by thy side,
the seventh day God ended his work which he had
Than armies of Satan against thee allied.
made. And he rested on the seventh day from all
—Home Journal.
his work which he had made. And God blessed
the seventh day and sanctified it ; because that in
The Lord's Day.
- it he had rested from all his work which God created
and made.". Gen. 2 :1-3. It cannot be denied
Fort centuries the Lord's day has been a subject that God rested on the seventh day of the week.
of deep interest to the religious world. Many This is admitted by all. That he blessed and
sermons have been preached, and many articles and sanctified the day of the week on which -he rested,
books written, about it.
There has been some the record plainly states. And inasmuch as the
`difference of opinion, which has, nd doubt, led to a Sabbath of the fourth commandment is the rest-day
more ,thorouich investigation than there would have of the Lord, it follows that the commandment
been, had all been of one mind. Viewed From a points out the seventh day of the week.
scriptural standpoint alone, the subject is plain and
On these plain scriptures are immovably founded
- simple, and free from difficulty. The ,historical part
the following facts : 1. God has a day in this disof the subject, however, has not always been so well
pensation (Rev. 1:10) ;, 2. This day is the Sabunderstood as it is at present.
bath, or rest-day, of God, which he blessed and set
What, then, we. inquire, are some of the wellapart for a holy use (Isa. 58 :13); 3. And this
established, facts respecting the Lord's day ? In
was the seventh day of the week (Gen. 2 : 1-3).
Rev. 1 : 10 we -read : "I was in the Spirit on the
,Lord's day, and heard behind me a great voice, The proof is conclusive, therefore, that the Lord's
day of Rev. 1 :10 is the seventh day of the week.
as of a trumpet." This scripture establishes beyond question the fact that the Lord has a special This is the only day he has ever claimed as his.
But it may be asked, Does not the word Lord in
day -in the Christian dispensation. The book of
Revelation was written when well-nigh one hundred Rev. 1,: 10 refer to Jesus, and not to God the
years of this dispensation had passed away ; and at Father? and if so, is there any evidence that-Jesus
that time he had a day that was distinguished from was Lord of the Sabbath day of which the com'the other days' of the week by the sacred title mandment speaks ? That John in Rev. 1 :10-.may
" Lord's day." In the absence . of proof to the refer to JesuS we are quite- willing to grant for
'contrary; it is but reasonable to suppose that what- argument's sake ; and that this same Jesus is Lord
ever day of the week was the Lord' , day when John of the Sabbath, the seventh day to which the fourth
was' in the Spirit, is the Lord's day at the present commandment points, is abundantly proved by our
Saviour's own words. He says : "For the Son of
time. This is self-evident,
But what day this was, John does not inform us. man is Lord even of the Sabbath day." .Matt.
He does not enter into particulars, but calls the day 12 : 8. Of what does this verse speak ?—Of Jesus
of which he Writes- the Lord's, day. We are left, and the Sabbath day. What is said of them ?
therefore, to other scriptures for a settlement of this Jesus himself declares that he is the Lord, owner,
point., 'filming to Isa. 58 : 13 we get a little possessor, of the Sabbath day. Now if he is Lord
light " If thou turn away thy foot from the Sab- of that day, it certainly follows that it is his day.
bath, from doing thy pleasure on my holy day ; and 'Let it be remembered - that the apostle John was a
call the Sabbath a delight, the holy of the Lord, disciple of our Lord, and heard' him make these
-honorable, and shalChonor him, not doing thine claims. John was also familiar with the commandown ways, nor finding 'thine own_ pleasure, nor ments of God, which enjoin the careful observance
speaking thine own words." Here the Lord refers of this day of ' which Jesus claims ' -to be Lord.
to a day which he calls his "holy day." From this From these considerations we are forced to the conwe understand, correctly too, that the Lord's day clusion that the Lord's day of Rev. 1,10 is the
is better than other days of the week- ; it is " holy." seventh day of the week, the Sabbath of , the
But we learn more from this verse ; that the Lord's decalogue.
holy day is his Sabbath day. His " holy day " and
This -conclusion .is further strengthened by the
" Sabbath" are -synonymous words, referring to one fact that when -John wrote his Gospel a year' or two
and the. same day,—the Lord's day., By turning alter he wrote the book of Revelation, in speaking
1.6 EX. 20 : 8 we get further information respecting of the first day he used the same words as found in
this day.. We read : "Remember the Sabbath day the first chapter of Genesis, "tile first day "of the Week,
to keep it holy." That this scripture refers to the Had there been any change of this day, it is but
same Sabbath day which we have just examined in reasonable to suppose that John would have'here
'Isaiah is unquestionable.., According to Isaiah, we pointed it out. This is also true of the other New
are not to do our pleasure nor work, nor speak Testament writers. They speak of the first day of
our own words, on the Lord's holy Sabbath day. the week eight times in all, and in no instance do
The 9th verse of Ex. 20 tells us to " remember the they give it any sacred title whatever. On the
Sabbath day to keep it holy. Six days shalt thou other hand, they refer to the seventh day fifty-five
labor and do all thy work ; but the seventh day is times, and in every instance, without an exception,
the Sabbath of the Lord thy God ; in it thou shalt they designate it- by the same sacred title the Lord
not not , do any work," etc. From this -it is not used when he proclaimed his, holy and'perfect
difficultsto determine which is the Lord's day. The Thus 'we find that the Lord's day of the patriarchal
seven day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God. and Mosaic dispensations is also the Lord's day of
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE.
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he Christian dispensation., And filially; when thiS
World of sin and. death shall have given place to the
glorious_ kingdom of our :Lord Jesus Christ, the
same Sabbath will continue- to be honored as-thea
Lord's day through' the ceaseless ,ages of eternitY.':
" And it shall come -to pass, that ,from one - new
moon to another; and from one Sabbath to another,
shall all flesh come to worship before me, saith the
A. G. DANIELLS.
Lord." Isa. 66 :28.
Auckland,New Zealand.
- As Thy. Day, So Shall Thy 'Strength Be.
WHAT a gracious promise is this, so full of coinfort to the weary and burdened one, a lovinp. promise
from a tender watchful -Father to the errildren Of,
his care. Can we ask or wish for more than
daily strength for- daily-need ? Not strength for• 1
week, a month, or a year, but as thy day, so shall
thy strength be. It seems to me that if we could
realize this promise as we ought, we should never
despair or doubt. " For Ho is faithful that prom,ised." Do we not sometimes err by looking too far
ahead into the future, by wondering what we shall
do if such and such an event occurs ? Surely this
is not right. The Saviour taught that " sufficient
unto the day is the evil thereof," and the promise-V
beforeus is, " As thy day, so shall thy strength -be."'
Dear brethren and 'sisters, have you not proved
this to be true in your experience over and over
again ? I know you have, and so have -I. Do we.
not often add to the intensity of our troubles by
anticipation ? We see a trial looming in, the distance, and as it comes nearer and hearer,. it seems
to increase in blackness ; filially it bursts upon us in
all its fury, and we cry, " Lord, help me."
"Other refuge have I none,.
Hangs my helpless soul on thee." ,
We bend our head to the storm, and it passes.
True, we have suffered from the blast, how Mueli
God alone knows ; but our trust being in hint' and
his gracious promises, just as the need so was the
strength supplied to meet it. • So will it ever be if
we will just trust our. Father, and take the help he
is willing to give. ,
Let us, then, not worry about the future.
One st 43 we see before us;
'Tis all we need to see.
As we accept the truths of the third angel's message, and take our stand to keep the commandments
we 'have to cope
of God and the faith .of Jesus ;
with opposition and criticism from various quarters
in addition to the ordinary trials that meet us
daily on life's highway, we do indeed need the
strength) and help that comes from God only. But
let us press bravely on. All the promises are ours.
Our Father loves us, and—
His love in times past forbids us to think
He'll leave us at last in trohble to sink ;
.
Each sweet Ebenezer we have in review
Confirms his good pleasure to help us right through,
A. 1V,T,
Melbourne, Australia.

The Peace of God.
WHEN the SaViour said, " My peace I leave with
you," he saw by the way the world received him
that trouble would come upon all who should follow
faithfully In• his footsteps. He told his disciples.
that the world had hated him, and it would hate
them ; and truly we find, his words verified by his
followers in every age. Yet they possess that quiet
deep peace that the world can neither give nor take
away. The winds of trouble May disturb the
surface ; but below,, peace remains unchanged. Is
there need of that peace to-day ?' Let us see. The
word says that " all who will live gddly in Christ
Jesus shall suffer persecution." Wherefisthe persecution, and where are the godly? Tens of -thousands of the professed followers of the Lord are
living in the greatestease,and luxury ; yet the.word
says,." All who will live godly."
riot:
Something seems wrong, and we are -§fire
the word of the Lord ; therefore we ,must -conclude
that professed_ followers Of- Christ are not walking ija
the godly wai-Z----14,,turning to Rev.-3 14-47, we find.
' •
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the reason why there is no persecution ; it is because
the last or remnant church is neither cold nor hot ;
but the Lord calls upori the honest ones to overcome and come out of that state of lukewarmness,
re is something wrong, and before Jesus
The
comes he wants it put right, He is coming shortly,
and now stands at the door and knocks.
God will judge- himself, - He says : " Gather my
saints together unto me, those that have made a
covenant - with me by sacrifice." Ps. -50 :5, 6.
Here is a class called out to make a sacrifice in these`
last days, or, as the apostle calls theta, " perilous
times," -because of the seeming quiet and peace that
Satan, as an angel of light, brings just before_ sudden destruction will overwhelm" the world. Isaiah
tells why the Lord will destroy the inhabitants of the
earth. It is "because they have transgressed.the
l'a'sys, changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting
covenant." Chap. 24 : 5. In Rev. 14 : 8-12, we
find - that an angel is sent forth to preach, and from
•V.12 we learn, that this message is the everlasting
covenant and the faith of Jesus,—the only true and
godly way - that will lead to persecution here,. Some
cast aside the law of God ; others change the Sabba,:thfrom the seventh to-the first day of the week ;
others, again, say that there is no Sabbath ; and so
..-the -prophecy is fulfilled, and the Lord is 'at hand.
us see that we stand on sure ground by tak-'trig file third ,angel's message to- ourselves ; then we
shall enjoy. that peace that the psalmist speaks of :
" Great peace have they that love thy law, and
nething shall offend them." Ps. 119 : 165. As
the,en-d of, all things is at hand, may we strive to be
_among the few that are left when the earth shall be
W. J. EBDALE.
-destroyed, Isa. 24 : 6.
Pets.
, - Ttipas is a strong tendency in men of this age
in- the direction of pets. To what extent this tendency may be indulged in harmony with what is
perfectly right, I will not undertake to decide. At
-any, rate, I will not interfere-with the -toys of innocent childhood.
But the greatest 'evils, and the most serious consequences in the direction of pets, - relate to children.
- Petted children, which is only another term to
express spoiled children, are more numerous than
- in time past. A blind, perverted love of children is
one of the most 'common things of the age, and
deserves to be ranked with the greatest evils. This
great sin has come in like a flood, and the Spirit of
God, through the Testimonies to the Church, has
'lifted up a standard against it. This great evil has
dine more to. promote crime-during the last half
century,.than any other one thing..
. "This, state of things constitutes a prominent sign
of the last days. In 2 Tim. 3d chapter, the inspired
apostle presents an exact picture of the.present time.
All the sins there named have made their appearance
as the -special disgrace and predicted curse of -the
close of the gospel age. They owe their -existence
largely to defection of parental duty. Disobedience
;- to parents is not so. touch the fault of children as it
:is' of their parents. The type of character received
:by the child Will be more or less reflected all through
life. -Christian parents should study arid practice
the divine rule in regard to the training of their
children.
Parents have it in their power, by the blessing of
God; to take their offspring along with them in the
way of life. But if,. through perverted affection,
they neglect the golden opportunity, what excuse
can they offer in the day of Judgment ?
The world will pass on, as it has done, from bad
. to worse, and too many professed Christians will
follow bad examples, to the ruin of their children
both for-this world and the next. But- those who
receive' the present truth, and are striving to live
according to godliness, will take a reasonable, view
of this matter, and act with reference to the salvation
Of their children: There is a day of reckoning, as
Well as adafof doing. The hour of Judgment has.
-"already come, If any are - blind, Iet them " anoint
their eyes with eyesalver that they may see:".
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could become its _leader?. As it is, the growing
hatred of the people for the Government' manifests THE - real strength of Russia lies in the compact itself in localrevolts, assassinations, and fires. It
body of about 60,000,000 true Russians who occupy may end in the wildest scenes of anarchy that the
the central portion Of the empire. -They are divided World has known.
into White Rimssians (about 5,000;000), Little
It is not many years since all the world, and
Russians (about 15,000,000) and Great Russians America especially, was• full of sympathy with the
(about 40,000,000). -There was formerly consider- great reforms going on under Alexander II. Unable difference of language as well as want of happily, the present Czar has adopted the ideas of
sympathy between these, different branches of the Nicholas, and his ministers are violent anti-reformers.
Russian family ; but this seems mostly to have The emancipation of the serfs was happily compassed away. They may be counted practically as pleted; but it seems to be the object of -the present
a single race.
Government to reduce the people to a condition atAll around this central mass there is a belt of near like that as possible, although they meet with
conquered territory which is more or less a. source the most determined and obstinate'resistance. The
of weakness to the empire,—Finland, -the Baltic emancipation of the clergy has not thus far improved
Provinces, Poland, Bessarabia, Criniea, the Cau- the religious condition - of the people, rather the'.
casus, Georgia, Armenia, .Turkestan,- Mongolia, contrary ; and the one object of the present adNone of these countries are properly ministration is to make the clergy a branch of the
Siberia.
Russian, and they all need to be constantly occupied police force of-'the country, to crush all free thought.
by large armies, although.ne one of them is strong The courts also have become quite as-corrupt as
enough by itself to throw off the Russian yoke. they were hefore,,,, The temporary freedom of the
Each has its own peculiar characteristics, but in one press has disappdired. In short, Russia has gone
form or another the his-tory of Poland is the history back to the days of Nicholas. The despotism of
of them all. Those countries which are more ad- the Government is as great and the - corruption of
vanced in civilizstion than Russia itself, suffer the the civil and military administration as marked.
most ; but all of them are kept down by a system
In spite of all the efforts of the Government to
Of merciless repression, and all hate the Russians. keep the people in ignorance, they are:slowly waking
- If we come .back now to the true Russia of the up to a sense of their rights, and even in the army
Russians, we'shall find there also elements of weak- there is a spirit of revolt. I do not predict an
The millions are immediate revolution.
ness as Well as of strength.
No -man in this world
there—almost all peasants-with an unbounded knows when it will come or how it will begin. I
faith in the destiny of Russia, and with a blind only call attention to this element of weakness in
superstitious reverence for the Czar, with a readiness the Russian empire as one which must, be taken
to suffer and to die beyond that of any other people, into account. The attempts to assassinate the Czar
with an undoubted capacity for improvement, and are only an -indirect result of the general discontent,
with many other noble qualities which are caleulated and -their success or failure will not seriously modto win the hearts of those who knoW them. - Such ify it. It was the Crimean war which overthrew
a nation ought to be invincible ; brit if we go behind the despot'sm of Nicholas and opened the way- for.
the scenes we shall find elements of weakness there reforms.
Many Russian Liberals ,are of the
which are startling. The people are thoroughly opinion that a foreign war at the present time would
democratic, while the Government is the most have a similar result ; and it is not impossible that
terrible bureaucratic despotism on the face of the the Czar may be of the same opinion. At any rate,
earth. Between the two there 'has always been a in calculating the results of such a 'a ar, we must
conflict ; but it has been -restrained by the supersti- consider the weakness, as well as the strength, of
tious idea of the ignorant people that the Czar was RusSia ; her poverty and financial weakness ; the
on their side, Of. late years, as the administration vast territory which she holds only by force against has steadily encroached upon the ancient rights the will of the people ; the constant and increasing
of the people, and as its oppression has become discontent of the Russians themselves ; the cormore unendurable,_ this delusion about the Czar has ruption of every department of the administration ; ,
begun to give way, and With the slow advance, of the smouldering revolution which threatens not
intelligence, which the Government cannot alto- only the life of the Czar, but time throne itself. An
gether suppress, the people are. becoming more irresponsible despot, with ,a hundred million subrestless, and more ready for revolt. I speak here jects, is always to be feared ; but his power is not
of the Russia which is unknown to Europe.
measured by the number of his people or the extent
The intelligent, civilized Russia known to the of his empire. History teaches no truth more
statesmen Of Europe is very small. It is divided clearly than this.—George Washburn, D.D., Presinto- three parties : the Conservative, or reactionary ident of Robert College, Constantinople.
party, consisting of the Emperor, most of the imperial family, and' the present administration, theLet Your Light So Shine.
best-known writer of this party being Mr. Katkov,
of Moscow ; the Liberal party, which is also small;
A - TRAVELLER visiting the lighthouse at Calais,
and is.now thoroughly disorganized as a party, but
said to the keeper, " But what if one of your lights
which was in power early in the present reign, its
should go out at night ?" "Never I impossible !"
principal organ being . the- European Messenger
(Viestmk Europy), a review published at St. Peters- he cried. " Sir, yonder are-ships sailing to all parts
of the world. if to-night one of "my _burners were
burg ; the Revolutionary party, or the Nihilists, as
out, in six months I should hear from America or
they are called in Europe. As an active party this
can never number many. hundreds at any one time, India, saying that on, such a. night the lights at
and the average active life of a member is less than Calais lighthouse gave no warning, and some vessel'
I
one year ; but it is' constantly recruited from the had been wrecked. Alm, sir sometimes I feel, "
when
I
look
upon
my
lights,
as if the eyes of the
young Liberals, male and female, of all .classes.
whole world -were fixed upon me. Go out ? burn
Its object is to force the Government by terror to
- - dim ? Never ! impossible !"
adopt a constitutional form of ,government.
With how much dignity can enthusiasm invest,
The relation of this educated Russia to the great
Russia of the. peasants is not very clear to the -the humblest occupation ! Yet what a lesson to
Russians themselves. Each party claims _to repre- the Christian ! It - is no romance which makes the.
sent the real feeling of the people. So far as I Can Christian a spiritual- lighthouse,for the world, With
judge, the mass of the people have very little knowl- the eyes of the whole world upon him, Let, then,
edge about these parties, and very little interest in his light be full, and bright-, and clear. The,
any one of them. The Liberals have made some moment he neglects it, and leaves his lamps unextraordinary efforts to reach the people, -but they trimmed, some poor soul, straggling, amid- the
have failed, and when in -power they were too timid waves of temptation, for lack of it may be dashed'
to improve their opportunity. Still they undoubtj upon the rocks of destruction.—Observer.
edly represent, to some extent, the general feeling of
" THY word is - a lamp unto my feet."
'the -people, and it would be'well.,lor Russia if they
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Second Sabbath in Ano•ust.Christ's Warning Against upon heavenly things ; for the Saviour will soon
Hypocrisy.
descend from heaven to receive those who are waiting
for him.
1, What points in the sermon on the mount were conThe object of the, following lessons is to bring out points of truth
not commonly studied by the majority of Bible readers, They will sidered in our last lesson?
Third Sabbath in August.-Conclusion of the Sermon
ho found of-great benefit to those who will give them careful study.
2. What spirit should be avoided in beAtowing alms?
on the Mount.
The lessons were written especially for Sabbath-school classes, but Matt. 6 :1.
are also designed for the family circle. Let the proof texts be well
3. What practice did many of the Jews follow? Verse 2.
1. How did the Saviour condemn rash and. hastily
4. Were they rewarded for their generosity?
IMPORTANT BIBLE LESSONS.
formed opinions of others ? Matt. 7 I. 5. What spirit should be manifested ? Verse 4.
2. What does Paul say one does in thus hastily forming
6. Who will reward those who give with such a spirit?
First Sabbath in. August.-The Law by Christ.
opinion of another? Rom. 2 :1.
7. Should a prayer ever be offered, simply to be heard an3.
To what should we leave the judging?
of men ?'
4. Does the Saviour teach that persons are more apt to
.-1. How was -Christ to regard the law? Isa. 42 : 21.
8. When, especially, will God hear prayer ? Verse 6.
2. Did he, then, come to destroy the law ? - Matt. 5 : 17.
9. What should be carefully avoided in petitioning the see the litt19 faults in others than larger ones in thornselves? Matt. 7 :3, 4.
- 3. Does" fulfill" mean to do away with, or annul? Father ? Verse 7.
5. What ought we' to do? Verse 5.
Matt. 3 :15.
10. Repeat the model prayer - that the Saviour gave.
6." What rule should always govern us? Luke 6 t31,
- 4. How long. did God intend the law should stand? Verses 9-13.
7.
Is it useless to offer the precious pearl of truth to
Ps. -111:7, 8.
11. Is that prayer still suited to our wants?
ndividuals ? Verse 6.
5. Did the Saviour teach this in his sermon ? Matt.
12. When will the kingdom come, and God's will be some.
8.
How
did the Saviour encourage his followers ? Verse 7.
_ 5 :18.' done on earth as it is in heaven ? Isa. 11 : 1-9 ; Dan. 7 : 27.
9. How did he illustrate the willingness of God t4
--6. Did he have an idea that any portion of the law
13 Why should men pray for this time to come? ' Rev. answer
the petitions of his people? Verses 9-11.
- would fail.-? Luke 16 : 17.
21:4.
10. In whose name must the blessings be asked ? John
7. Did he at any time during his ministry teach his
14. May we have apart in this kingdom ? 2 Pet. 1:11.
14 : ia.
followers that the Sabbath was to cease ? Luke 23 : 56.
15. What will gain this for us ? Verses 5-7.
11, How earnest should be our efforts to enter the
- 8. Did he not teach them the contrary ? Matt. 24 :20.
16. In what way does this prayer teach us to ask forkingdom ? Luke 13: 24.
9. If the law could have been cjiangect, would Christ giveness ?
12. Why _is it necessary to put forth such exertion ?
need to have come to this earth ?•-4?
17. Then may we expect forgiveness if we do not -for- Matt.
7:13, 14.
10. What, then, will be the consequence if we break any give those who have trespass, against us? Verse 15.
13. Against whom did Jesus warn his followers ?
of the commandments, and teach others to do so?. Matt.
18. What did the Saviour yin regard to fasting ?
14. How did he say they could tell the true from the
5 :-19. •
19. Then will good result r. om sincere fasting'? Joel
false? Verse 16.
11. What if we obey them, and lead others to do the 2:12.
15. What is another test that may be applied ? Isa.
same? lb.
20. To what people does this especially apply Verse 11. 8 :19,20.
12. Row did the Saviour magnify the law? Matt-. 5 :
21. What did Jesus teach in regard to the treasures of
16. Will not all who profess to be Christians enter the:
- 21, 22, 27, 30.
this world ? Matt. 6 : 9, 20.
?
13. Whose righteousness must be exceeded if persons
22. Why did he say we should lay up treasure in kingdom
17. Who only will be able to enter? Matt. 7 :21.
- expect to enter the kingdom I Matt. 5 : 20.
heaven ? Verse 21.
18.
14. What was the righteousness of the Pharisees? Matt.
do we find a brief statement of God's will ?
23. Why should the heart be fixed on heavenly things? Ex. 20Where
:2-17.
15:8; 23:23.
Phil. 3 : 20.
19. If one teaches and does wonderful works in the
15. Should we hold aught against a brother? Matt.
24. What should always e our. first consideration
•:23; 24.
name of the Lord, and yet does not the will of God, what
Verse 33.
will be the result?
16. How earnest must be the efforts to put away the
•
20. What do such really do? Matt. 7 :23.
evil inclinations_ of the heart? Verses 29, 30.
•
NOTES ON LESSON TWO.
21. What did Christ say of these who would hear and
17. What lesson did Jesus give .on oath taking? Verse
do his words ?
37.
22. What of those who heard, but did not do theth?
18. What beautiful lesson was taught in regard to our
Pride has ever been one of the greatest hindrances
23. How did this sermon affect the people ?
- conduct to our enemies ? _ Verses 38-41.
to
the
development
of
Christian
character.
Paul's
19.. Should we only love our neighbors and brethren?
experience is lived over by every individual who
Verse 44.
NOTES ON LESSON THREE.
20.- What will we be if we do this ? Verse 45 ; James seeks to perfect a character in harmony with God's
'•1 :22-25.
perfect law. When they would do good, evil is presThe Saviour, as shown by this lesson, had a per21. What command did the Saviour give? Verse 48.
ent
in some form. Pride and sclove of praise wage fect understanding of the human heart. He read
22. Then in the - light of Christ's teachings, what is
a continual warfare against the efforts of the soul. its feelings and motives with divine accuracy ; he
God's word? Heb. 4 : 12.
It is a most dangerous thing to encourage these knew the battles each soul would have to fight in
traits in the least degree. At the time of our order to gain the mastery over it, and warned his
NOTES ON LESSON ONE.
Saviour's first advent, the Jews, the chosen people followers, that they might be on their guard. He
While the Saviour was delivering his sermon on of God, had become very_ proud, and so tenderly did not teach that one should not forth an, opinionthe mount,- Satan's agents were among his hearers, had nursed their love of- praise, that it was of character by what be said in Matt. 7 : 1, but
So rather condemned that rash, censorious, and unjust
zealously working to befog the mind and excite eating their spirituality away like a canker.
prejudice. His audience were -very partial _to the beclouded had become their- spiritual vision that judgment that comes up in the heart in an unlaw, and Jesus' enemies suggested that his teach- they did not seem to realize the -hypocrisy of _their guarded moment. Paul explains it as condemning.
ings were contrary to Moses, because he did not actions: In their gifts and in their prayers they We are free to form opinions and remonstrate with
mention the law. Christ perceived their _motive, apparently-sought nothing but the praise of their others, in the spirit of love, -for their own good. It
and astonished them by saying : " Think not that fellow-creatures. This they received, and in it the is always easier for us to see a fault in others than
I am come to destroy the law or the prophets ; I Saviour said they had their reward. In this sermon to see the same or even greater faults in our own
am- not come to destroy, but to fulfill." His mis- he taught the necessity of a higher motive actuating character. This should be realized, and an earnestsion was right the opposite ; lie came to " magnify every effort, that the doer might receive a reward effort made, as the Saviour said, to take the beam
. the law And make it honorable." He had not so that only He- who seeth in secret can give.. Vain out of our own eye, then we shall be in a condition
much as an idea that the smallest letter or repetitions should. be "avoided in petitions to the to help our brother.
Gal. 6 :1. The words that
point of a letter would be changed.
For he Father, and just the things that we need asked for, Christ has spoken will judge all, hence in all that
says : " Till heaven and earths pass, one jot or and in seeking forgiveness for transgressions we do, we should be governed by the golden rule.
one tittle- shall in no wise pass- from the law, against Ids will, an answer should be expected - in " With what judgment ye judge,." etc., was a proverb
till
_ be _fulfilled.' Matt. 5 : 18. He realized keeping with the _feelings entertained by the peti- among the Jews expressive of a truth, and Jesus
-that it would always be a fact that God created tioner toward those who had offendenhim.
used it to convey his thoughts at this time.
A
the heavens and the earth in six days and
In the prayer given, the Saviour teaches one
A mote signifies arty light, chaffy substance, but
.rested ,the seventh, hence the - Sabbath -would truth which is sometimes overloOked. He shows probably most usually refers to the small beard on a
alWays remain in force.
Be never, during his that the kingdom is still future. The prayer con- head of barley or wheat. A beam, as here used;
entire ministry, taught that it would cease, as cerning it will not be answered until Christ returns, , nifies a large piece of square timber, and the two _
shown by the sacred observance of the day; after his having received the kingdom, and it is given unto are placed in contrast, to illustrate how much easier
death, by- those most intimately connected with him. the people of the saints of the Most High. God's it is for one to see faults in others than in hintThat he taught the necessity'of its observance after people should labor earnestly for the answering of self. This causes one to feel his utter weakness,
his death, is shown by the instructions given con- this prayer because of the changed state of affairs and the Saviour then points to the Father, who is
_ cerning the overthrow and destruction of Jerusalem. that would be the result. Every one who perfects willing to give strength for the simple asking, if -IT the law could have been abolished,- there would the Christian graces will thereby-gain an abundant asked in the name of his Son. He is more willing
...have been no. need of Christ's death ; for the setting entrance into this kingdom. Fasting and prayer to give what is asked of him in sincerity, than paraside of the law would have freed every sinner. will assist to do this, as will also the severing of the ents are to give good gifts to their children.
Rom, 4-: 15 ; 5 : 13. - If one transgresses one of things of this world from our _ affections, laying up
The kingdom is not entered without an-effort; for
the precepts of the moral code, and teaches others instead treasures in heaven. Says Christ : Lay the way that leads unto it is narrow, and strait,
the saute, he will be of no esteem in the reign of not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where while the one that leads to destruction is wide and
heaven,; but those who do and teach them will be moth and rust. cloth .corrupt, and where thieves easy to follow. It will be a continual' strife against
_great in the kingdom. Christ magnified the law by break through and steal ; but lay up for yourselves oppOsing influences on the part of those who arehis teaching,- which showed-that it was, far-reaching treasures in heaven,_ where neither moth nor rust seeking to enter, and for many the opposition will
in` its irnpprt, even reaching to - the _thonghts' and cloth corrupt, and wherathieies do not breakthrough be too strong, and_they will finally fail. A good many
intentSthe heart, and acts as a glasito show the nor steal ; for where your treasure is, there will will lose-the priZe because they are deceived by false
defects n one's character.-your heart, be also." Our conversation should be prophets who-teach and preach in the name of the
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Lord, but neglect to exhort their hearers to do the
Will of the Father. It will only be those who do the
will of the Father adding the Christian graces to
their -character each day, who will finally enter the
kingdom. To the false prophets, and those that
follow them, the Saviour will have to say, " Depart
from me, ye that work iniquity." If we take Christ's
words and build on them, we shall never fall ; but
if we take the Words of false teachers, we shall'see,
possibly when it is too late, our foundation slipping
away, and our hopes perishing.
Fourth Sabbath bi August.—Review.
1, What is the nature of God's.law? Ps. 19 : 7 ; 111 :7, 8.
2. What was to be the influence of Christ's teaching on
the law ?
3.- Show how this was done.
4. Hail he any idea, then, of abrogating the law?
5. Show by illustrations how he taught its immatability„
q. What would have been the effect of annulling the
commandments?
7. Is -it safe to break any of the commandments and
teach others to do so ? Why ?
8. 'How -broad is this law in the light ,of Christ's words?
9. How does it assist us in overcoming our faults?
10. With what spirit should we bestow gifts ?
11. What is the reward of those who give in the spirit
of many of the Jews?
12. What did the Saviour teach in'regard to prayer?
13. Repeat the prayer given by Jesus.
14. Has that prayer been fully answered?
15. Why' is it desirable that this prayer Should he
speedily answered ?
-- 16. What was taught in regard to fasting?
17. Do you gather prom this, that good will result from
-fasting?
18.,What was said in regard to the treasures of this
earth and those of heaven ?
19. Which should we-seek first L
20. Should one hastily condemn the actions of.another ?
21. What should we always consider ?
22. In what spirit should we always speak to another
brhis failings?
'23. To what Source did the Saviour point his followers
for help to carry out his teachings ?
24. -What did he say in regard. to the difficulties to be
met in entering the kingdom
25. Against whom did he warn his hearers ?
26. How wore they to discern the true from the .fats ?
27. What class did he say would enter the kingdom
28. How did he illustrate the necessity of relying on his
word?
The Aims of the Sabbath-School.

on mat
Character.
boy In-worldly greatness grows,
And even here receives his due,
Who, when he Says he knows, he knpws,
And what he says he'll do, he'll do.

THAT

In conduct and in word correct,
His character he soon will find
A passport sure to gain respect
And confidence from all mankind.
— Golden Dar.
What may be Learned from the Indians.
ONE would not naturally_ suppose that in the
example of the 'untutored Indian -would. ever be
found good lessons for. the white man-; yet it is
true that he - who has known the Scriptures almost
from infancy, and been taught the exalted character
of God as long, too often shows less reverence in
his worship than does the red man of the forest, who,
" when he worships, worships sincerely and-devoutly."
From the Indian we may learn, too, a lesson of
self-government ; for it is said that "even in childhood, he has a stern control over his body." , In
the following selection from the S. S. Advocate,-the
two - lessons are plainly seen, and we may study
them with profit
"The Indian pupils of the school in Philadelphia
were removed early in the spring to a village about
forty miles from the- city. On the first Sunday
after their .arrival, they were:taken to church.
" Many of them were newly arrived from the
farther reservations, -,e children of Pueblo, Apache,
or Cheyenne chiefs- 'liable to understand a word of
English. But they were-told that the church was
the place where the people met to, hear of the Great
.Spirit,' and to ask of him such things as they'had need.
"‘ They entered the house, with soft steps and
bowed heads, and as the tepithers surveyed the rows
of dusky faces, theyWere impressed by the expression
of reverence in them all." Just after the clergyman had ascended the
pulpit and opened his book, two dogs, one a big,
burly mastiff, the other an insignificant - poodle,
entered the open deer, and marched side by side up
the aisle, until they reached the front of the pulpit,
when, as if by, mutual understanding, they folded
their tails under them and sat down, glancing up
with an inquiring look at the preacher, as if not
quite understanding what he was there for. The
white children tittered, even the grave old people
felt their lips twitch ; but the Indian children sat
immovable, their eyes gravely bent on the clergyman. There was not a smile on a single dark face.
" It was,' said a gentleman who was present, a
remarkable instance of self-control and fine breeding.'
" That it was not due:to stupidity was easily seen
when the congregation was dismissed, and the
children reached the Woods which led-to their home.
They ran joyfully through the forests and fields,
gathering flowers, and looking closely at the trees
and plants, with sparkling eyes andinerry laughter."_
The great God, by his Spirit, meets in the assemblies of his saints ; and if your eyes cannot behold
him, he is present just the same, and a careful record is kept of each one's behavioT.while assembled
for his worship. "Give unto the Lord the glory
due unto - his name," and- " serve him acceptably,
with reverence and-godly fear."— Youth's Instructor.

THERE are three aims which should be kept constantly before the school.
Our first aim should be to make our school
place of thorough instruetion,in the Scriptures. By
careful teaching in the class, by reviaws and supplemental lessons from the desk, by awakening an
interest in the Bible, and by quickening its study
- in the family, we should seek to give to all, and
especially to the young people, a knowledge of the
book which is able to make-them wise mite salvation.
Our second aim, should be -to make the school a
place -of earnest; religious atmosphere. We would
have it so freighted with religious influence that
whoever enters it will realize that he is upon holy
ground ; that not one scholar shall grow up to
mature years without being drawn to Christ ; that
the clearest conceptions of the spiritual life shall be
'imparted ; that the warmest experiences shall be encouraged ; and that the highest- and fullest type of
Christian character shall be developed.
Our- third aim should be to Make our school a
place of genuine enjoyment. Every gathering of
the school should be so delightful that he who comes
once will icing to come again. We would-have it a
home to all who enter, with all the pleasant associaTHERE is a structure which every one-is building,
tions_ and all the fragrant memories of a cheerful
each for himself. It is called character, and in it
Christian family circle. Let every superintendent and every teacher keep every act is a stone. If we. are careful to build our
before him these three aims, and work toward them. lives with pure; noble, and upright deeds, at the
end they will stand a fair temple, honored by God
—The Study.
and man. But as one leak- will sink a ship, and
DR. CUYLER says the four characteristics of a one flaw break a chain; so one mean, dishonorable,
good Sabbath-school teacher are : Painstaking, untruthful act Cr word will forever leave its impress,
Patience,- Perseverance, and, Prayer.
and work its influence, on our character. Then let
the deeds.unite to form a day, and one by one the
A :MAN WhOlVadr a fine flock of sheep was asked days'grow into noble years, and the years; a5 -they
pass, will raise at last a, beautiful edifice,
by a friend how he succeeded in raising them. He slowly
_ .
enduring forever.
replied " By-taking good care, of-the lambs."
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A Story of a Tree-Frog

ONE sultry night, in Indiana, I sat busily writ-ing upstairs close to an open window, - My lamp,
placed upon . my desk, attracted countless 'numbers'
of the insect world that come out to see their friends
only after dark ; there was a constant buzz around
the lamp, and many a scorched victim, falling on its
back, vainly kicked its little legsin -air.
Suddenly a clear, low whistle sounded from the
window—a whistle somewhat like the, sound made
when a -boy blpws into the orifice of a trunk-key.
Startled for a- moment, I turned my chair and beheld on the window-sill a_ little tree-frog gravely
looking at me. His skin—of an - exquisite -pale
apple-green color—shone in the lamp-light. Fearful that I might frighten him away, I sat motionless
in the chair, watching him intently. - Presently he
gave another little whistle, as clear and sharp `as a
bird-note. He was evidently making up his mind
that I was to be trusted (a-confidence not misplaced);
and soon he gave an easy spring -and was on the
desk before me. I hardly dared to breathe, lest he
should be alarmed. He looked at rue carefully- for
a few minutes ; and then, hopping under the lamp,
he began a slaughter of the insect creation, such as
I had never before witnessed. He captured in it
flash any careless fly or moth that came near him,'
declining to touch the dead ones that had cremated
themselves.
After half an hour's- enjoyment of this kind, my
apple-green friend hopped rather lazily across -the
desk, repeated the whistle with which he had entered,—as if to say good night,and went out into
proceeded with my work, and soon
the dark.
forgot my visitor. But judge' of my surprise when
ou the next night he again appeared, again signaled
his coming with his musical cry, and again took up
his position under my lamp.
For nearly three weeks did my small friend visit
my room nightly, and he and I became great -friends,
House-flies were his special delicacy. - -Stealthily
crawling up the painted wall, clinging to the -smooth
surface with the little disks, or suckers, on his feet,
he would draw Close up to his body firstone leg and-then the other, and when within proper distance, he
would dart forward, and, snatching the fly, would
swing head downward, his hind feet firmly glued to
Thep, attaching his forefeet, he 'Would
the wall
move on in quest of another.
_ He never missed his aim, and he would quietly
and, calmly zigzag up and down the side wall after
every fly he saw there. He became quite accustomed
to me, and would- hop on my hand;and sit there
looking at me, with a grave composure ludicrous to
behold.—Sel.
Rebuking a King.
T4-113 timidity which hesitates- to rebuke profanity
was once shamed by a king. Riding along the
highway in disguise, and seeing a soldier at' an inn,
he stopped and asked him to drink ale with him:
On an oath which the king uttered while they were
drinking, the soldier remarked,
" I'll pay part of the ale, if you - please, and go ;
for I so hate swearing that, if you were the -king
himself, I should tell you of it.,"
" Should you, indeed ?" asked the king.
"I shOuld," was - the emphatic reply of his sub-_
ject.
Not long after, the king gave him an opportunity
to be " as good as his word." Having invited some
lords to dine with him, he sent for the soldier, and
bade him stand near him in order to serve him if he
- was needed. Presently the king, not now in disguise, uttered an oath. And deferentially the
soldier immediately said, " Should not my lord and
king fear an oath ?"
Looking. at the heroic soldier and then at his
company of obsequious noblemen, the king severely
remarked, " There, my lords, is an honest man.
He can respectfully remind me of'-the great sin of
swearing ;. but you can sit- here and_Akine stain my
soul by swearing, 'and not so much as tell me of it!"
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Restitution.
.lilt ]lour is drawing near when the creature who
, shared ,the blight of sin will also expori• nce the
bhissingS of •• redemption, The tree of life will he
phiced within the reach of- men, and immortality will
crciwn hiS brow. Of the World to come it is written,
"There shall be no more curse." The former things
will have passed away, and the world will be brought
balk to its first estate. Noxious weeds, thorns, and
brihrs will deface it no more, Every harmful thing
will 'be removed, and every token of blight banished.
"Then shall the earth bring forth her increase," "The
plowman shall overtake the reaper, and the treader of
gralpes him that soweth Seed." Amos. 9:13. The
earth will be restored to its Eden beauty. Its glorious
per
will be no more a fading flower ; but it will
sm
ilei n undying bloom
.
Tempests will no longer mar
its-face,-nor earthquakes rend its bosom. The winds
will cease ;- for "there shall be new heavens,"
new
arrangement of the atmosphere, so, that the outburst
of the tempest will he no longer needed. "Instead_of
the [thorn shall_come up the fir-tree, and instead of the
brier shall come up the myrtle-tree." Isa. 55 :13.
Everything that could rejoice the heart of man will
wain exist. :Even-animals will live in peace, as at the
firS6. Violence shall no more be seen in the land, nor
wasting and destruction within its borders ; but "joy
and Oadness shall be found therein, thanksgiving and
the [voice of melody." "Then the eyes of the blind
shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be lin' stopped. Then shall the lame man leap as a hart, and
the tongue of the dumb sing." Isa. 35 : 5, 6. Christ,
the great Redeehier, will take his seat upon the throne
oflOs "everlasting 'k,ingdom."- Sin and death shall be
banYied forever, and then shall be brought to pass the
sayihg, "'Bel)
I make all things new,"—new in
heMity and harmony, new in perfect adaptation to
eachlother, and new especially in this, that
be
bandied; and righteousness dwell in the world eternally.
This glorious hope of the children of God was pre,figure-d in the Jewish S'ibbatic year. In this year the
land!Went baek to the original owners. All men were
to rest from their labors, as did also the land and the
cattl. Throughout the land was neither sowing nor
reapng ; but God sent abundance in all their borders.
Every, man sat beneath his own vine and fig-tree, andeverything told of peace and prosperity. .This was
typWal of what would have been time condition'of the
Jewiiile nation, had they- always walked in the light of
Ged' countenance. The entire design was to prefigure
the fixture state of -the redeemed: It was "the restiWarn? of all things, which God bath spoken by the
mouth_of all his holy prophets since the world began."
is just a bringing back to the first
This
estat4.; it is nothing more. It is a stepping from the
bonds of sin into a state of love and peace arid joy
.-_ -.God did not ,design -the sin and sorrow Which now
exists= when he placed Adam in the garden of Eden
'but:h41 designed that, his blessing should rest upon all
of his creation. The present state of things must
ceme.0 an end. Were every man a saint, that would
not.pluck the venom from the serpent's fang, nor
reStr4ri the tempest in its wrath, nor bid the earthquake
cea.se nor:put' back the hand of sickness, nor turn
aside power
ke
of death. The entire constitution of
tbis - planet and atmosphere must be changed. This is
What pod has promised ; it is not left for us to infer.
That this rest'
on will take place was the }Arden of
.
.

every prophet and the testimony of Christ. It is the
language of inspiration from beginning to end. And
this glorious _hope is linked in with Chrises second
coming. The reign of- death will come-to an end ; for
as Christ once came to this world to put away sin by
the sacrifice of himself, he opened the door for all
men to partake of the benefits of his death ; and "to
those that Took for hint will be appear the second timewithout sin [a sin offering, consequently no salvation]
unto salvation.", His second advent to this earth is
the stepping-stone from this state to immortality. It
is the "blessed hope." It is the pole-star of the
church.
It has been the unerring light to buoy up those who
were Cast down. There is an inspiration in the second
adVent that touched the heart of Enoch, the seventh
from Adam. He caught its earliest beams, and looked
forward to the time when the Lord would come with
ten thousand f his saints, to execute judgment upon
the ungodly. Jacob saw it on his dying bed, as he
toll of Him unto whom the gathering• of his people
should be. Moses saw it upon Mount Nebo, just before
he-was buried by heavenly hands. By faith the man
of Us beheld it beaming with resplendent light.
Balaam also, who displeased God in attempting to
curse Israel, spoke of it in the sublimdst language.
David touched his harp with rapturous exultation, as
visions of the coming glory rose up before him. "I
shall be satisfied," he exclaims, "when I awake in His
likeness." Isaiah calls up every image of grandeur,
and pours forth his -most entrancing strains, as he
portrays flat') splendor of the reign of Prince Immanuel.
He caught a view of the waiting people of God, as
they look upon the coming Saviour, crying.: "This is
our God ; we have waited for him, and he will save
us ; . . . we will be glad- and rejoice in his salvation." Isa. 25 :9. Zechariah saw Ilim'coming, with all
his saints, while Malachi exclaims: "Behold, he shall
suddenly come to his temple." - Daniel beheld the
majesty of his reign, and saw all nations obeying him,
Every prophet strikes his harp to this theme, and
adds his tribute to the glory of the day that will usher
in the "restitution of all things." Well may it be
termed "the bleSsed hope." It is a joy to the people
of God, and is fearful only to the enemies of our
Lord. It is distasteful only to those who have no clear
realization of a saving interest in its blessings. To
the ,sorrowing pilgrim we say, Look up. Rejoice_in
thy God ; for soon he will come,. het all those who
need a -Saviour connect themselves with him,tand he
will be their God, and will bring them salvation.
S. N. H.

When was the Sabbath Made
WHEN individuals who profess to be Christians
learn from the New Testament that the first day of
the week is not the Sabbath of the fourth commandment, and is not recognized as such by any of the New
Testament writers, unlike Noah's dove, which returned to the ark when it found no rest for the sole of
its feet, they seek various positions in the attempt to
prove that the Sabbath was given to the, -Jews only ;
that those living from Adam to Moses knew nothing
of the seventh-day Sabbath; and hence those living
since the death of Christ .have nothing to do with the
Sabbath -of the fourth commandment, that having
passed away with' the ceremonies peculiar to the
Jewish dispensation. But here -they are met by the
statement of Moses, who, after recounting what transpired on each one of the six working days, declares :
Thus the heavens and the- earth were finished, and all
the host of them. And on the seventh day God ended
his work which he had made ; and he rested on the
seventh day from all his work which he had Made."
The language is so _plain that no one can deny that
God rested on the seventh day of creation. But those
who have become accustomed to taking poSitions contrary to. the word of God in order to 'establish some
theory, resort to the argument, that; notwithstanding
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God rested on the seventh day of creation, he did-not
sanctify and set apart the day until we come td theWilderness of Sinai. In Gen. 2 :3 we read "And
God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it; because
that in it he had rested from all 'his work - which
God created and made." The reason, then, that God
himself gives for blessing and sanctifying the day, is
because he had rested on it. So those who take the
position that the day was not sanctified until given
from Sinai, separate the sanctification at least fifteen
hundred years from the time that God blessed it; The
query might arise, Why did lie not bless it before?
Was it because he - commenced an institution for man
and was unable to finish it, or was it because he changed
his mind after resting on the seventh day, and finally
concluded, after fifteen hundred years, that lie would
carry out his original intention ? What reason could
possibly be assigned for not blessing the day when he
rested upon it, if_ the position be true that lie did mot
so until lie came down upon Sinai? It is not every man that has the ingenuity to think
of such a strange position as this, and it is not every
one who is dishonest enough to adopt such an un:
reasonable and illogical argument when his attention
is called to it. Yet, strange as it may seem, there are
teachers in Israel, men who profess to be ministers of
the gospel, called to expound the word of God; and
stand as his mouth 7 piece, who will and do take such
position as this. , It reminds one of the parable of our
" For
Saviour in the foUrteenth chapter of
which of you, intending to 'build a tower, sitteth ndt
down first and counteth the cost, whether lie have
sufficient to finish it ? Lest haply, after she bath laid
that
the foundation, and is not able to finish it,
behold it begin to mock him, saying, This man began
to build and was not ab'e to finish." Did the Lord
commence to lay the foundation of an institution
which pertained to all mankind, and then for some
cause fail in completing it for fifteen hundred years?
Suppose an individual concludes that he must build for
his family a grand mansion. He gets the foundation
la'91, the massive stones arranged with all the skill of
the builder's art, and preparations made for the erectionof a structure which shall surpass all its neighbors in
elegance and beauty. But when he has advanced
thus far, he finds that the proceeds of his business are
insufficient to enable him to complete the building, and
for months and years the foundation stands exposed to
all weathers as a monument to his folly in not counting
the cost when he conunencetl. Perhaps, however,
after many years, he will build upon one corner of the_
foundation, erecting some porch or ell, a small
structure, simply large enough for a portion of his
family, but totally inadequate to accommo late them all.
This would he a fit termination of his foolish enterprise.
From the fallacious arguments adopted by some, it
would seem that this is about what the Lord did.
When on the first day he separated the light from the
darkness,. it was something that encircled the earth.
When he created the atmosphere, it was not for one
nation, but for the/whole world. When,, on the third
day, lie caused the grass to grow, and the vegetation
to put forth, each plant bearing seed, it was not merely
upon one portion of the 'earth, but upon the whole
globe. So when he made the sun, and moon, and stars,
and arranged them as light-bearer's, it Was not for the •
benefit of one nation, but for all nations under heaven,
The sun "is as a bride-groom coming out of his
chamber, and rejoiceth as a strong man to run a race.
His going forth is from the end of the heaven, and his
circuit unto' the ends of it ; and there is nothing hid
from the heat thereof." It was thus with the cattle,
the birds of the, air, and the fish of the sea. They
were not placed in-one country, but adapted to the =
entire world, so that while we have life in almost
innumaable varieties, each genus findS a portion of
the world to whichittis especially adapted._ The earth
was to= be their abode, not simply a portion of it, but
the entire circumference._
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The Lord rested the-seventh day,- a day of twentyfour hours, and long enough for the earth to make one
--complete revolution. He laid the foundation for the
-Sabbath, and the Saviour says, "The Sabbath was made
for man," It was not confined to one nation or one
people, but it was a rest for man. But having rested,
he did not complete making it a Sabbath-for man. He
ceased there, and they Say that for fif teen hundrcd years
this foundation laid for all mankind, so broad and grand,
-'remained unused, Until God finally took ono family,
one nation,' by the hand, to lead them out of Egypt,
and erected upon this glorious foundation a structure
for-just ohe 'nation. And when thi's .nation ceased to
be his people, even this was \ torn I down, and there
stands the old foundation, laid at the creation of the
world, ever to exist as a sad memorial of the frustra:
tion of a divine purpose. Who would charge God
with'Sucli folly,- and conclude that - he made a mistake,
as did the man who commended to build a tower without counting the, cost, and was unable to finish, or the
king who went forth to meet his enemy without consulting whether he was able to meet him ? We believe
it would be better to choose the clearest side. It is
far more consistent to believe, just as the record says,
that God blessed the-day and sanctified it, because that
in it he. had rested from all the work which he had
created and made. The events belong together. It
establishes the Sabbatic institution at the creation.
God's infinite wisdom chose six tlays in which tccreate
the- world,when he might have done it in - an instant
of time. Why did he choose six :days ? Only :one
reason' can be given, Infinite Wisdom saw fit so to do.
So on the seventh day, God saw fit to rest, and then
bless and sanctify the day,
The Saviour, who was with the Fathetr before the
World was, Who was with him when he laid ,the foundation of the earth, and by whom also the worlds were
made, expressly declared that this Sabbath which
'required three acts to make,—(1) resting, (2) blessing
(3) sanctifying,—was made for man—man used with:
out limitation, embracing the whole human race.
Fifteen hundred years later, when nearly the whole
• world had gone into idolatry, God called out his
people, and committed- to them his moral law and his
Sabbath. He gave it to them anti commanded that
not only they should keep it, but that their ' menservants, their, mail-servants, and even the stranger
Who was within their gates, should rest - as well as
themselYes. It was not confined to this one people,
but as Isaiah, in ,the fifty-sixth chapter, testifies, a
special blessing is pronounced upon "the sons of the
Stranger that join themselves to the Lord, to serve
him, and to love the name of the Lord, to be his
Servants, every one that keepeth the Sabbath from
polluting it, and taketh hold of, my covenant." Thus
it is that the Sabbath commandment is as broad and
comprehensive as is the responsibility of all mankind
, s. N. H.
to their Creator. Consistency is a jewel.
What We Find Concerning the Sabbath and Sunday
During the Lives„of the Apostles.

WE next'notico Acts 16 :13 : "And on the Sabbath
we wcnt out of the city by a river side, where prayer
was wont to be made ; and we sat down, and spoke
unto the women which resorted thither." Here- we
have another religious meeting of the apostle to the
Gentiles, in-the Gentile city of Philippi, on the seventh. day Sabbath. As the Greek language puts it, it was
_"time SabbathWay," so called-by a Christian writer.
"Now when they had passed through Amphipolis
and Apollonia, they came to Thessalcinica, where was a
synagogue of the Jews. And Paul, as his manner
was, went in unto them, and three Sabbath days
reasoned with them out of the Scriptures." Acts 17 :
.Twenty' years after the resurrection, we here
have another instance, in a Gentile city, ,of Paul's
using the ancient Sabbath as a day for religious meet,
itigs,'and of Luke's declaring. to the Christian world
that, the day in which the Jews met in their synagogues

was still the Sabbath day of holy writ. Another very
significant remark made by the historian is that it was
"Paul's manner" thus to use the Sabbath day for
religious teaching. Id this-respect he followed Christ's
example perfectly. The seine writer declares that it
was our Saviour's " custom " to do the same thing.
Luke 4 :16. 'All agree that cur Lord, in doing this,
was keeping the Sabbath commandment, anctshowing
proper respect for the worship of God on that day.
The Sabbath was ordained for that purpose, as a day
for religious worship, - It would be impcissible to show
a particle of difference between. Paul's "manner " of
treating the Sabbath s and Christ's ,"custom." They
pursued the same course toward the Sabbath, because
their relation to Jehovah's rest-day was just the same.
It was the day appointed for religious instruction. It
was obligatory in both cases.
- Another very significant point in connection with
this text of Scripture is the fact that here we have an
account of the origin of the Thessalonian church, to
which Paul addressed one of his ,epistles. We cannot
question but that the members of this church were
observers of the seventh-day Sabbath. Paul, in his
letter to them, uses this' language : "For ye, brethren,
became followers of the churches of Gaid which ipJudea
are in Christ Jesus." 1 Thess. 2 : 14. "And ye became followers of us, and of the Lord, having received the word in much affliction, with joy of the
Holy Ghost, so that -ye were ensamples to all that
believe in Macedonia-and Achaia." 1 Thess. 1 : 6, 7.
Paul, we know, was an observer of the Sabbath; so
also was one Saviour. Jesus himself declares : "I
have 'kept my Father's commandments." The Sabbath
command was one of these.
St. Paul, when he arrived in Rome, A. D. 62, called
the," chief of the Jews together," and said unto them,
"I, 'have committed nothing against the people or
customs of our fathers." • Acts 28 :17.. None will
deny that the observance of the Sabbath was one of
these "customs." Hence we are forced to Conclude
that Paul kept the, Sabbath. These Thessalonian
brethren followed Paul and Christ ; therefore they also
were observers of the Sabbath. The brethren of
Macedonia and Achaia followed the same example.
The churches of Judea even, according to the admission
of many first-day commentators, still kept the Sabbath. We see, therefore, that the early Gentile Christians imitated them in th's practice. We note, also,
this fact, which is brought to view in the text we are
considering : here were three more Sabbath days in
which Paul held religious meetings, making six, with
the three previoitsly mentioned.
We next notice Paul's visit to Corinth. "" And he
reasoned in the synagogue every Sabbath, and persuaded
And be continued
the Jews and the Greeks. . . .
there a year and six months, teaching the word of God
among them." Acts 18 :4, 11. Paul met for a portion
of the time in the synagogue ; but after the Jews
"opposed," he continued to teach the people in the
house of Justus, " whose house joined hard to the
synagogue." The record states that be reasoned in
the synagogue, -teaching Gentiles as' well as Jews,
" every Sabbath," and that he continued in the syna-.
gogue and the house which "joined hard to" it, a year
and six months. There would be seventy-eight Sabbaths in that period. These, with the six previously
noted, would make some eighty-four Sabbaths in which
St.' Luke records the fact of Paul's holding meetings
in Gentile cities with both "Jews and Greeks." -Paul
was the great apostle to the Gentiles ; and all theSe
instances of Sabbath meetings mentioned, occurred in
Gentile cities and not in Judea. Is not this significant ?
It would have been .much more easy to explain thiS
away if it had been in the Jews' own country where
all these meetings- on, the Sabbath occurred. We find
no instances in which any secular work whatever
occurred in. connection with any of these Sabbath'
meetings,—no long journeys traveled or reckoning of
accounts.

Sunday observers cite Paul's night meeting in Acts
20, and dwell upon it with much- satisfaction ; yet he
and his companions used the, light part of that day '
for ordinary secular business. One night meeting-they
consider strong evidence for first-day sacredness; yet
that very instance really counts more for the Sabbath
than for the first day ; for the disciples remained there
over the Sabbath, and as soon as the light of the first
day daWned, they started on their long journey toward
Jerusalem. They did not start on the Sabbath, but
they did on Sunday. Doubtless the reason why that
night meeting was mentioned, was the most remarkable
occurrence of raising the dead man Eutychus. This
was one of the greatest miracles Paul ever wrought.
But here we have scores of religious meetings on a
day that Inspiration declares to be the Sabbath, in
which Jews and Gentiles are instructed in the - truths ,
of the gospel, and yet men strangely teach that it was:
not the Sabbath day at all, but that another, the first
day, is the Sabbath, though it is, never in a single-instance called so. So hard is it to see a crossing truth.
G. 1. B.
The Commandment Holy.
Soave who deny that the ten commandments were
ever binding on any people except the Jews from
Moses to Christ, are ready to admit that all the principles of the decalogue are of perpetual and immutable
obligation. All the great moral principles, they admit,
existed from the. beginning,' were binding on Adam,
the antediluvians, and the patriarchs, and are binding
on Christians in this dispensation ; but the ten commandments were never binding on any but the Jews ;
with the duties of the decalogn'e, as there expressed,
Christians have nothing to do. They even admit that
the principle of the Sabbath is all right; but the Salabath itself as enjoined in the fourth commandment is
all wrong. To keep that is bondage, Judaism, denying
Christ, going back to Moses, falling from grace, legalism, etc., Thus they Seem to 'be able to get along with
"principles" well enough ; bfft when these principles '
are drawn out into specific duties, they cannot stand
that at all.
The reason is obvious : man likes to regulate his,
own duties and within the indefinite limits of certain "principles" he fancies he can do this, and so,
compromising the matter with God and his own cor
science, is content. He finds no fault at all with the
"principle" of Sabbath-keeping, provided he cap carry
out that principle by keeping a Sabbath at rch time
as he may choose and in such a way as be may think'
proper.
This looks to us like a fearfully pre --sumptuous and
dangerous position to occupy. Fog' what are the ten
commandments but an effort on Goirs part to embody
in definite language the very prir ,eiPles which-we -are
under such obligation to obey? And if such is their
nature, how can we observe
" principles " referred
to, and yet act contrary to th e command in which that
principle is embodied ? if men were the authors of those commandments, rden might think they could
improve- them ; but who will undertake to improve
upon the words of - God. ? How can the principle against
idolatry be any better expressed than by the command,
"Thou shalt have, no other,gods before me "? How
the principle against taking the property of another than
by the command, "'Thou shalt not steal "? And how
could the principle of Sabbath-keeping be set forth,.
except by telling what proportion of time we should
keep, and., what particular part it should be, and hoW
we should keep it, and wiry ? Without this,' the
principle itself would perish ; for without this there
could be no real Sabbath-keeping.
But against this error of lauding moral 'principles,.
and at the same time trampling on moral commandments, Paul seems especially to guard in that text
from which the heading. of these remarks i's taken..
In Rom. 7:12 he says: "Wherefore thaw is holy."
That is just what we believe, say our moral-principle,,
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friends ; we-believe —the law is holy, the greatprinare,iall right, but we have - nothing to do with
-specific commandments.' But-Paul _goes on to say,
" And the commandment holy, and just, and good."
- We - take our stand With Paul, and believe in the
"commandment" as well as the prinCiple." - The
otiiinandments; ." Thou shalt not kill" and, "Thou
_shalt_ not steal," are just as holy and good, as, irrimutable and perpetual, as the principles; "Thou shalt not
kill " and " Thou shalt not steal." And just so with
'every other other commandment of the decalogue, that
divine_ code
which encompasses the race :with so
•
broad a sweep that there is - not a relation in life we
can :Sustain, nor a Wrong we can commit, which does
not ;fall within the charmed circle of -its requireU. S.
ments.The Plan of Redemption.
TUE sacred Scriptures reveal but one plan by which'
fallen men may be redeemed. In the developMent of
Ithis grand unit plan, there has been in each succeeding
age greater light and glory ; but there is no intimation
=sin_ all the book of God -of three plans to save sinners,
Pone for the patriarchal age, one for the Jewish age,
and one for the Christian age.
- Jesus Christ is the only redeemer of the fallen sons
and daughters of Adam in all the ages of human
probation: He is " the Lamb slain from the foundation
rof the, world," Rev. 13 : 8. "Neither is there salva
lion in any other ; for there is none other name under
!heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved."
[Acts 4 :12. The gospel of the Son of God is the good
(news of'pardon and eternal redemption through Jesus
:=Christ. That good news was proclaimed to Adam, and
[embraced by Abel, Enoch, and all the holy patriarchs
T;and prophets.
I. The seventh chapter of the book of Revelation
[relates- to two classes of the redeemed. It first introduces the definite number of a hundred and forty and
[
four thousand, and gives distinct specifications relative
ito them. The closing, portion of the chapter then
idescribes the great multitude which no man could
'number, of all nations, and kindreds, and -people, and
!tongues, clothed with white robes, and bearing palms
Mf victery. One class is numbered ; the other cannot
the numbered. One is manifested and sealed at a
'definite period of time ; while the other is redeemed,
pot only from all the nations existing at any one time,
ibut from all peoples who have lived upon the earth,
ffrom the time of the offer of salvation to fallen man
!to the close of human probation.
"And after this I beheld, and, lo, a great multitude
[Which no man could. number, of all nations, and kiniireds, and people, and tongues, stood before the throne,
'land befbre the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and
!palms -intheir hands ; and cried with a loud voice,
_haying, Salvation to our God which sitteth upon the
l•irone,,-arid_ unto the Lamb." Rev. 7 :9, 10. The
rophet had just before taken a definite view of the
hne hundred and forty and four_thousand, which, were
to be Manifested and sealed near the close of probation.
-Pe_ next _beholds, with astonishment the numberless
osts of the_redeemed which make up all the _saved.
NA as his prophetic eye runs back over all time, he
Sees them gathered from all the nations, in_ all the
ifferent ages-of the world.
These stood before the Lamb. They had been re„,deeined- bY the blood of Christ, and stood before him
its the dear purchase of his precious. blood. They were
VothedT With white robes. We shoUld not understand
iy this that the saints, in this world or in that which is
-o come, are to wear -literal garments of white linen
o repreSent inward holiness. The white robes must
he- Understood_ as
figure of purity of character.
he redeemedof the Lord had obtained this purity
uring the- period__ of their probation. They had
hvailed, themselves of the matchless cleansing power
:gf the bloo,
lid' Jesus Christ, while at the same time
-.4hey_ had, in7rs strength, wrought righteousness.
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TheSe alS6 held palms in their hands; They were hard that they. should be obliged, to, observe Sunday
victors. They had conquered the world, the flesh, and also, so far as business is concerned. The point is
that the ordinance of 1864 prohibits the opening_ of
the devil. They had overcome by the blood of the business places, not-on Sunday, but 'On the Sabbath
Lamb and by the.-word of their testimony. And let day.' - It is argued that Sunday is not the Sabbath day,
it be borne in mind that these were the saved "of all but that under the old Hebrew law Saturday was the
nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues.” Abel Sabbath. It is a question for Biblical scholars as ivel]
and Enoch will be there. Righteous Noah, faithful as lawyers. In the law it is said, there is no day known as the Sabbath. All the other Sunday laws refer to
Abraham, and all the holy prophets or God will ,be the day as `Sunday,' or as `the first day of the week,
there. With- robes 'washed in the blood of the Lamb, commonly known as Sunday.' "—Review and Herald. and bearing palms of victory, through his redeeming
power they will stand before him, as well as the
apostles arid martyrs of Jesus, the refol'iners, and
those saved in the nineteenth century.
Hark ! Do you hear that universal shout of victory
ADVENT MOTTOES.
from unnumbered voices ? Salvation's hour' complete
has come ! And. now the heavenly plains are ringing Waiting, Luke 12 :36; working, Mark 13:34 ; warning, Eze. 3 : 17 ;waking, Cant..5 : 2 ; watching, Mark : 13 :37.
with the significant notes of " Salvation to our God WE are waiting for the coming of the Maste* we hold dear ;
which sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb." We are longing just to greet him and to hail his drawing
near;The patriarchs, prophets, and saints of all past ages
For our loins are girt and ready, and our lamps are trimmed
join those saved in the present dispensation, in ascribing
and bright;
the praise of their salvation to Jesus, the Redeemer ; We are waiting for the signal that will say- he is in sight.
while those who are saved in the present, dispensation But we would not have him find us standing idle all the
join the patriarchs and those saved in the Jewish age,
day,
in giVing honor to the'Creator and Lawgiver. Hence the So we learn to work while waiting, doing something by
the way ;
law of Him that sitteth upon the throne; and the And we
find that working for him is a toil so rarely sweet,
gospel of the Lamb of God, both reach across all the- That we almost wish for tarrying in the coming of his feet.
ages of human probation, and are in perfect harmony
And we know that he has'bidden us bring others to his
in. the execution of the great plan of man's salvation.
love,
It has been the object of the father of falsehood And we long to fill the mansions that are waiting us 'above ;
we work we dare not fail to Weld'11, eacbh straying
and error, in order to confuse the glorious plan of So while
heart,
salvation in the minds of the people, to make it appear That in our Lord and in our home they too' may have a
part.., that the law of the Father and the gospel of -the Son
are in contrast. The Jews were incited by the spirit Sometimes we almost weary of our constant gaze on high, _
of error to reject Jesus and his gospel while they clung And our hearts grow dull, and hopeless of his speedy
drawing nigh ;
to the law, their interpretations of which were fearfully
Then comes our need of waking ; for each moment brings
warped by their traditions. And many Christians, led
him near,
by the same spirit of error, reject the law of the 4nd the signal lights of heaven daily shine more bright
and clear.
Father, while they profess to cling with great tenacity
to the cross And the gospel. , The cry of the one was, Thus we stand, with waking heart-look, till the night of
life shall cease,
"The law ! the law ! but away with Christ !" The
Watching for the golden day-dawn that shall herald light
cry of the other is, " The gospel of Christ t the gospel t
and peace ;
When the dim earth-mists that sadden flee before the
but away with the law !"
sunrise bright,
The grand scheme of the salvation -of men in all
And our hearts are fully gladdened in our Saviour's glorious
the ages of probation is one plan. There is but' one.
— Eva Travers."
light I
And the victorious song of all who are saved: by it
will be one. The gospel is not one -of the plans by,
Reformation in England.
which men are to be saved from sin, and, by which
THE treaty which put an end to hostilities between
they secure a moral fitness for the life to come. There
is but one plan, and the gospel is a part of that great the French forces and thoSe of the Reformers made
plan. Neither has it been possible for sinful man in no settlement of religious differences. During the
the ages past .to secure- a fitness for the inheritance of war the Protestant ministers labored untiringly and
without resistance to disseminate a knowledge of
the saints in light; by the divine law alone. There is
the truth throughout the kingdom. The firm hold
no ability in the law to redeem the transgressor. It is
which Popery once had upon the opinions and affecnot the province of law, human or divine, to redeem tions of the people was completely loosened, and
the transgressor of law. The law is a rule of right when the force Which upheld it was removed, this
actions, condemning the transgressor, and holding him fabric which had stood for ages in Scotland fell to
as such until he suffers the penalty. The divine law the ground. Its feeble and dismayed priests ceased
can do no more for- the sinner than this. Without the of their,own accord, from the celebration of its rites-;
gospel, which alone offers pardon and salVation to the and the reform service was peaceably set up wherever
repenting sinner, none of the men of the patriarchal ministers could be found to perform it. All that
remained :for Parliament to' do in -church matters
and Jewish ages could be saved.=James White. was to sanction the move that-had been made, and_
to abolish Popery. "Never before, perhaps," says
Dawn in Washington:
the historian, " was a more important meeting of - THE following paragraph, taken_ from -the Washing- the estates of-the kingdom held in Scotland. The
ton, D. C., Evening Star of April, 25, 1887, shows that attendance was numerous beyond all precedent."
new ideas relative to the Sabbath question are begin- Many of the lesser barons had ceased to claim the
ning to come to the front in that city. _ In no• more privilege _of voting in this assembly. .Among_ this
class the Reformation had Made great progress, -rapid ancl effectual way can the world be_ educated to
and at this time they entered the assembly and
know that Sunday, is not the Sabbath, than by -the
were permitted to take their seats.
agitation now everywhere_ prevailing on that quesAfter the meeting was fully organized, a petition
tion :—
was presented by some of ,the most zealous of the,_
"A NEW QUESTION RAISED IN CONNECTION WITH THE Reforiners, which, embracing the whole papal church SUNDAY PROSECUTIONS.
in one sweeping "anathema, offered- to prove that, if
"A new point has been raised in connection with_ the word of God and- the example of the apostles the corporation ordinance of Dec. 2, 1864, tinder which and primitive church"were taken as authority; there
prosecutions for keeping business places open on-Sun-day have been begun. The point has been"-raised by was not one lawful minister among the popish clergy.
lawyers in discussing the case.. It ha&hlso.,been. raised It denominated tbern -thieves and murdererg, rebels,
in police circles by me i chants of therIsradlitish faith, traitors, and adulterers, and demanded that -they
who observe Saturday as the Sabbath; and think it shonld be pronounced 'unworthy of authority in the
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church of God; and that- they should be expelled with recitations and music. The Bible-readings
forever froM having a voice or vote- in the great were questions and answers given by members of
council of the nation ; " which," it continued, "if. the school, the first by the intermediate and infant
ye de not, we forewarn you, in the fear -of God, and departments, and the second by the- senior departby the assurance of his word, that ye leave a grievous ment. Each reading Was followed by a recapitulayoke and a burden intolerable upon the church of tion, in which the points brought out were briefly
God in this realm ; so shall they, be as thorns in, stated by different persons, and proof-texts given.
- your eyes,- and pricks in your sides, whom afterward Bringing in the sheaves was a pleasing feature of
when ye would ye shall have -no power to remove." the entertainment. Fifteen class representativeS
This petition, which, if not composed by Knox, brought the sheaves, the class donations, and prereceived his sanction, also called for the restoration sented them to the superintendent, each with an
of the patrimony of the church, which it seems some appropriate' little speech, The singing was conof the Protestant nobles had unjustly appropriated ducted by Bro. Walter Miller, who spared no
to themselves, to its legitimate use,--L" the support pains to insure its excellence. The whole programme
of the 'ministers, the restoration of godly learning, was rendered in a spirited manner, and though long
and the assistance of the poor." This, according was listened to with marked attention to the dose,
to Knox, was unpalatable doctrine 'to the nobles, . the congregation lingering after the benediction was
who, waiving the practical part of the question, pronounced to be repeatedly bidden " Good night"
required the ministers to draw up a confession of- and invited to " Come again," while the school sang,
their faith, or a brief summary of those doctrines " Let yOur lights be trimmed and burning."
Many who attended the reunion were very favorwhich they considered wholesome and true, and
necessary to be believed and received throughout the -ably impressed with regard to the truth. Some who
realm. This arduous task was acco nplished by- five were ," almost persuaded " have fully decided to keep
ministers,—John Winrow, John Spotswood, John' the Sabbath. In one instance the 'way was opened
Douglass, John Row, and John Knox,—in four for Bible-readings to be held with a family that had
daYs, " They performed this work," says the his- read some on subjects connected -with present truth.
torian, " with the utmost diligence and care," taking, The lady, who has spent five years in the colony,
example from no church in the world, " but, laying remarked that in that time she had never been at
God's word before them, made reformation according, any place -where the Spirit of God seemed present
thereunto." The work was divided among them, in so marked a degree.
-and after each had accomplished his share, they met
THE CHURCHES.
together and examined it with "great pains, much
The church in Ballarat is not growing in numbers ;
reading, and meditation, with earnest calling on the
name of God." When read in Parliament, all who yet its members are by no means losing ground.
had any objections to it, were called upon to state They feel that the truth,is more and more precious,
them, ample liberty being allowed them. After read- and rejoice in the plainness of the written word.
ing. it repeatedly, a vote was taken, three persons A good degree of interest is taken in the Sabbathonly voting against it. The reason which they scheo.1 and the church services, and the missionary
assigned for so doing -was this, "We will believe as workers are not idle. - The elder of the church has
been canvassing for " Thoughts on Daniel and the
our forefathers belevit."
A few days later, three acts-were passed by Par- Revelation," and has received sixty-four orders.
hopes-that the good seed of truth will find a
' liament : the first abolished forever in that country
the power and jurisdiction of the pope ; the second lodgment in some honest hearts, and bring forth
m
of heaven.
repealed all statutes passed in favor of the Romish fruit that will appear in the kingdo
The Lord is blessing the little company at Daylesaural. ; and the third forbade, under penalty, all
ford, and they are growing stronger in the truth.
persons from hearing or saying mass.
Knox, whose zeal, thined high at this time, seized A good report comes from Trentham, where one
upon. the opportunity afforded by the sitting of more has commenced to keep the Sabbath. At Castlemaine, Elder W. D. Curtis and -the
Parliament to deliver a course of sermons on the
prophecies-of Haggai, in which he, himself says, company associated with him, are doing good pioneer
that he was peculiarly "special and vehement," the work. They have held - many Bible-readings with
families 'and individuals, and have found some who
doctrine being appropriate to the times, s. N. H.
are interested. Bro. Curtis is now about to commence a series of meetings in the Mechanics'
The Colonies.
Institute,
Elder M. C. Israel has been in Adelaide, South
THE REUNION.
La' second annual reunion, or anniversary, of the Australia, nearly a month. The letters received
Melbourne Sabbath-school was held in Assembly from him have given a favorable account of the work
Hall, Collins street, July 6, under the supervision there. Seven have been baptized, and have united
of the superintendent, Bro. H. Scott. There was a with the church.
Brethren and sisters, remember in your prayers
good audience, some being present from Geelong,
the churches, the lonely Sabbath-keepers, and the
Ballarat, and Castlemaine.
The hall was tastefully decorated with mottoes ministers and other laborers in the cause of God.
and evergreens. The subject chosen for the occa- " "The ferVent, effectual prayer of the righteous
E. J. BURNHAM.
sion was the second coming of Christ, and mottoes availeth much,"
Melbourne,
July
10.
appropriate to it had been-seleded. Over the desk
was a beautifully illuminated -motto, " The Lord
himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with
A Stirring. Appeal.
the voice of the archangel," with the Son of Man
coming in the clouds of heaven to reap the harvest
IN the last issue-of the Bello, mention was made
of the earth for its central figure. Beneath it were
the words, " The blessed hope," in large, plain letters, of the strict Sunday law now before the MassachuOn each side was a narrow, streamer-like motto, setts Legislature, and of the 6ct that conscientious
one, " L6, this is our God," the other, " Our God -observers of the seventh-day Sabbath had failed to
shall come." Below these were two well-executed secure any concessions in their favor. But though
mottoes, "The coming of the Lord draweth nigh,"
and, "Even- so come, Lord Jesus." Many ether the clauses of the bill favoring this class of citizens
-beautiful Mottoes Were arranged in pairs-on opposite were lost, some of the leading and influential men of
sides of the room, the pleasing effect being greatly the State saw the justice .of more liberal legislation
enhanced by the variety,,displayed in -the designs when their attention was called to the subject, and
and the-choice of material and coloring.
advocated it- strongly: In a late number of the
The exercises consisted of the yearly report of the
Review, in an article on the " Progress of Sunday
-school, a short address by Elder. W. D. Curtis, two
short Bible--readings on- the second coming of the Legislation in Massachusetts," Elder' Haskell calls
Lord, and " bringing in the sheaves," interspersed attention to these facts„ and says that the churches.
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in America are years behind the providence of God
in the work of warning the people, and getting the
truth for this time before them.
Then follow
these earnest words, which are profitable for Sabbath-keepers the world over :—
"There appears to be an irresistible influence urging
men on to carry forward measures which reason and
forethought would condemn. We cannot believe
that many who are in favor of rigorous measures
understand the real bearing of the question. It
shows very clearly that we have neglected our duty
to warn these people. We' are many years behind
in this work; and we are about to reap the results
of our neglect. There should be a hundred canvassers in the field where there is one to-day, and a
hundred ministers and Bible workers where there is
one, carrying the truth to the homes of the people,
that they may understand why we protest against
the enforcement of Sunday laws. Sometimes we
are led to believe that nothing but imprisonment and'
torture will arouse our people. This will greatly
reduce their numbers, but a few, like Gideon's army,
will be true to God, and to these he will give the
victory.
" If it be true that we are upon the verge of the
most important crisis the world has- ever Seen, the
people should know it. God holds us responsible
for giving them the light, and if we do not do this
now,, the work which might have been performed in comparative peace and prosperity will have to be
done in days of darkness, and under the pressure- of
trial and persecution, Why are not -those who
have the light putting forth more earnest efforts to
get that light before others ? We see the end is
near. The dark cloud of persecution is rising, not,
onlyin this State, but throughout this entire country,
which has been the _home of the exile, and the
asylum of the oppressed for over a century, We
see multitudes daily -transgressing God's law; and
we know these souls cannot be saved in transgres.‘
sion. Yet why is it that we have more interest in our
trades, and our farms, and our houses, tables, and
dress, than in the souls of men and women whom We
must meet face to face in the day of Judgment ?
"Many will excuse themselves from labor- on the
plea of inability to work for others ; but did God
make us so incapable ? Has not this inability been
produced by our own inactivity ? Has not God
given us at least one talent to use, not for selfish
gratification and convenience, but for him ? It is true
that comparatively few have had any realizing sense
of their responsibility to God. The Lord is tieing
his work, and all heaven is astir. The Judge of all
the earth is soon to arise and vindicate his insulted
authority. The seal of . God will soon be set upon
the men who are true to the interests or God's
work, and are realizing the importance of the times
in which we live, and upholding his holy law. May God
help us to arouse and prepare for the coming storm.
" Now, as never before, those who have access to
God through Christ have an important work befOre
them. Now is the time to lay hold upon the arm
of our strength. The prayer of David should be
the prayer of pastors and laymen : 'It is time for
thee, Lord, to work ; for they have made void thy
law.' Let the servants of the Lord weep between
the porch and the altar, crying, Spare thy people,
0 Lord, and give not - thine heritage to reproach.'"
BE broad. You cannot afford to be a man of
a single groove, ignorant of all else besides, , Be
narrow. You cannot do everything ; and it is
better to do one think well than to do half a dozen
things badly. Be shallow. There are depths of
useless knowledge which' it is not worth your while
to sound. Be profound. When there is one thingwhich you must know thoroughly, cease not endeavor till you have sounded its, remotest depths.-S. S. Times.To what effect are, people gathered into the,
churches if they are henceforth to make no progress,:
but are to remain to the end of lijohhabes in spiritual,
things ?
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some Cade.
WORK.
DOWN and up,.and up and down,
Over and over and over;
Turn in the little seed dry and brown,
Turn out the bright red clover.
Work; and the sun your work will share,
-And the rain in its time will fall ;
For Nathre, she worketh everywhere,
And the grace of God through all.
With hand on the spade and heart in the sky,
Dress the ground, and,till it;
Turn in the little seed brown and dry,
Thin out the golden millet.
Work, and your house shall be duly fed;
Work, and rest shall be won ;
' I hold that a man had better be dead
Than alive when his work is done I
Down and up, and up and down,
On the hill-top, low in the valley,
Turn- in the little seed dry and brown,
Turn out the rose and lily.
Work with a plan or without a plan,
And. your ends they shall be shaped true ;
Work, and learn at first hand, like a man,
The best way to know is to do !
Down and up till life shall close,
Ceasing not your praises;
Tufa in the Wild white winter snows,
Turn out the-sweet spring daisies.
Work; and the„sun your work will share,
And the rain in its time will fall ;
:Fin' Nature, she worketh everywhere,
And the grace of God through all.
—Alice

Cary.

That Troublesome Boy.
":71-eifather6,-provoke nut your chilcren to wrath ; but bring them
-ill) in tile nurture and acinionition of the Lord." Eph. 6 :4.

" AANE has been_ making us trouble again. I dislike _-do tell you, but what can we do with him ?"
Houston stood by the gate, with the tears
•runni!ng down her cheeks, as her husband, after an
absence of a day and a night, drove up to his house.
" What is it now ?" lie asked, alighting from his
wagein and going to his wife's side, with a dark,
discouraged look settling down upon his face. "
" Oh, that poor boy sold his watch that his grandfathel: gave him, to procure one of those little pocket
revol'ers that are so temptingly advertised in our
paper. - He_becanie angry-at his sisters this' morn, ing, 4nd presently hearing him say in a loud voice,
Ta10 card there or I will draw my seven-shooter
on 37-Ott,' I entered the .room to find him standing
on ono of the chairs, brandishing a loaded revolver,
arid pointing ,it at the girls' heads. • I commanded
hitn,as calmly as I could to go, to his room ; but
the s'4ene gave my nerves such a shock that I have
been In a tremble ever since !"
" He 'obeyed you, did he not ?"
He refused to give up the weapon, but left the
parlo4 for his room; saying that he had the best of
this family now; and would bring them all to terms
befor.ihe got through, with this quarrel. I have
-ibeen 'momentarily expecting that he would shoot
'himself, or some'one of the family, and have listened
.TO1':the, report of the revolver till I am quite unnerved.
I am Itha;nkful that-you have cdme ; but do not I A
entreat you, go near the desperate boy until his
parelksm of temper has had time to subside."
We shall hav-m: to send him to the Reform
School," said Mr. Houston decidedly. ."His offenses
heretofore- have been grave enough to send him to a
worse place. I will have lunch, and then immediately
start llor M
on the twelve o'clock train. Oh,
it is hArd, it is humiliating beyond measure, to be;
obligd to acknowledge to the world that I have a
son whose conduct is such as to bring him within
the, statutory provi-sions concerning commitments to
the KeforniSchool."
iviql-louston returned from his mournful errand
just irk time for the six o'clock dinner. When ,he
Went itlehis room to make his toilet, hiS wife followed
him. 1-",What is the result' of your journey ?" she
asked,. as- soon as they were alone.
HekhusbanclACked so_ distressed that she began
tret!able_again ; -and when he attempted _to reply,

it was some moments before he could command his
voice, or find words to make himself intelligible. _
" The superintendent of the school, a very pleasant, agreeable man, and a Christian, to whom I had
confided, some time since, my anxiety ill regard to
Lane,, listened to this new trouble with a'graVe sympathy which quite :won my heart. W hen I hail
finished speaking, he said, -Ves, Mr. Houston, you
must have him sent here V all means. He needs
the discipline of this institution. But before definite arrangements are made, I want to ask you one
question. You say he has Always been a hard case
to manage ; that you have tried every way to effect
his reformation ; that love, fear, and force have all
been employed in the, premises ; and that you have
even tried to hire him to alter his behaviour, paying
him a certain sum of money per day so long as he
should commit no misdeed ; but all these measures
have failed. Now I want to know whether yOu have
tried praying with him 7'
" No,' said I, very much taken by surprise.
I
have never thought of doing that.'
Well,' said the superintendent, you must go
home and .pray with him. I don't feel as if I could
receive hirnhere, or „have anything to do with the
case, until the power of prayer at his home, and that
in his presence, has been tried.'
.
" I cannot pray before my family,' I said.
" What 1 you a church-member, and do not have
family prayer ?' he replied.
" No, sir,' was my answer, very deeply humiliated
by the confession.
"
home and set up a. family altar to-night,'
he said.
"' I cannot,' I pleaded.
I have not the courage
to broach the matter, even to my wife. We never
speak upon the subject of religion.'
" It is high time you take up this cross, if a cross
it is,' he urged.
How can you expect that son to
submit his will to yours when you do not submit
yhur will to the Master? To-night, at nine o'clock,
call your family together, read a chapter from the
word of God, and lead in prayer. At that time my
wife and I will go into our closets and pray for you
all, -especially for Lane. Let us now take the Lord
JeStts into our council.'
" I came away upon that. But what am I to do
about it ? I don't know. I can never pray aloud
in the presence of my family."
" Dear husband," replied grs. Houston, sobbing,
I have been thinking for a long time that we are
shirking our duty in this direction. Do not_ have
any more misgivings about it ; do not hesitate
another moment. I will arrange everything this
evening—never fear. The Lord will pardon us, let
us hope, and give us strength when the hour arrives."
Has Lane been down-stairs since ?" asked the
father, himself moved to tears.
" No ; and he has had nothing to eat, and,no one
has spoken to him since breakfast."
" What if he shoUld start to go down town to
spend the evening ?"
" I have a plan which I think will keep him at
home to-night."
On his way down-stairs, Mr. Houston went to his
son's door and called in a pleasant voice, " Come,
my son, dinner is Waiting." Lane quiekly__opened:
the door, with his hair freshly brushed, and neatly
attired. Ile had dressed for dinner, althotigh expecting, should he try the door, he would find it
still locked upon the outside, and - not doubting that
he was to- be again put upon a protracted diet of
bread and water.
He came down-stairs, wondering on the way if it,
were possible that his father, in this controversy, had
espoused his cause against his- mother ; or whether,
as it seemed most likely to him, the possession of the
vicious little fire-arm had indeed brought them all
to " terms."
Lane was given to stealing out of the house in
the evenings, and frequenting questionable resorts
in company with boys who were nearly as Wayward
as himself ; but to-night Mrs. Houston forestalled
any such course by saying, as -soon as dinner was
over,- " I wish,: children, you would make .two pr
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three panfuls of pop-corn balls, to carry 'to --the
charity festival to-morrow. The materials are- all
ready, and, Lane you must superintend the popping_
of-the - corn, And ;he preparation of the molasses and
sugar."
This was one of the lad's favorite pastimes, and
he went about the jusiness in hand with alacrity,
his brothers and sisters obeying his many orders,
glad to have this new outbreak blow over without
developing into a regular warfare between - him and
his father.
When eight and a half o'clock came, Mrs. Houston was called out into the kitchen to see the result
of the evening'-s labors.
" Thank you, my good children," she said. :" They
-are as nice, and white, and round; as any that could
-be made by the. -confectioners themselves. Now
wash- up, so as to 'be in the parlor when the clock
strikes nine ; there is something else pleasant in
store-for you."
The young people obeyed, wondering and eager.
At nine o'clock, precisely, their mother folded up the
day's newspapers, put them in the large wall-pocket,
and hrought a Bible and placed it upon the readingtable.
Mr. -Houston's voice trembled a little as he _said,
" It has been brought very forcibly to my mind
to-day, that I have been shamefully neglecting my
duty and the highest welfare Of yoy, -my children, in not joining with you in the study of this blessed
word, and in family prayer. -To-night we will begin,
a different course, and see whether we'shall not all be
made happier and better by following it." He
now read a chapter, and then knelt down. His
wife and children followed his example, all except _
Lane. He sat bolt upright, with a stern, pale face,
and perturbed air, now and then casting quick glances
toward the door, as if meditating an escape.
The poor father at first could find no words to —
express his_ conflicting thoughts, and deep, prayerful desires ; but as he called to mind his friends,
the superintendent and his wife, on their knees. in
prayer for him at that very moment, his stammering tongue was unloosed, and his unburdened soul
found wonderful freedom at the throne of grace. As.
he was closing a most tender and pathetic appeal in,
behalf - of his erring son; and that all might submit
their rebellious wills to Christ's loving sovereignty,
Lane arose 'from his chair, crossed the room, and)
kneeling by his father's side, threw his arm around
his father's neck, sobbing, " Pray on, father ! pray
on ! I have tried to ask God to cleanse my wi eked _
heart ; but I could not seem to reach him by myself, I know he will hear me now, when you are
willing to pray with me."
Lane was completely subdued. The leaven of repentance and faith toward God had worked entire
reformation and healing. He stepped up to the
table, and laid the loade revolver upon it_ near his
father's side. "It is I- i ho have been brought to
terms," he said. " I don't think you will have any more trouble with Lane. Forgive, oh, forgive me,
my father and Mother, and brothers and sisters, as
I hope f- or the forgiveness of Jesus Christ I"—AmoicakTract Society.
Speak Pleasantly.
THE habit of speaking in pleasant tones to the_
sensitive hearts within our care, is- of the utmost
importance. If we would have them learn to speak
gently and kindly to all, we must teach by 'precept
and example in their early years, while their minds
are so elastic as to be led to pattern after the
influence which surrounds them.
I will, relate a little incident of my own experience.
I was unusually busy one morning preparing for
company to dinner. My little son of four years was
amusing himself with his playthings about the room. He, too, seemed hard: at work, building bridges,
block houses, and churches. • He was :continually
coming to me, asking- questions and _requiring_
assistance. Afte-r- a little time I noticed he had left
his play, and was under -the table; sobbing as though
his heart would break.
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I said to him, " Georgie dear, what is the matter ?" ,
No reply.
- When I repeated the. question, the answer came
between broken sobs, " You didn't steak pleasant
to me."
" Well," said I, " don't cry ; come and tell inc
'
about it." So he' canoe to me ; I took him upon my lap and
asked him to tell me just what I had said. Years
have passed since that time, and I have forgotten,
all but the impression it made. A' few pleasant
words, the tears kissed away, and he was comforted
and happy, and soon at play again ; but I had
learned a lesson never to be forgotten.
He is now grown up, and I would no more think,
of speaking unpleasantly or unkindly to him than I
-Would to company who might be visiting me: On
the other hand, a rude, Selfish, or unkind word never
-passes his lips.
His atten'3ions toward the are
always most respectful, kind, and loving. If we
would gain respect and esteem from our children, we
'must also speak to them in a kind and courteous
manner. As we teach, so they will learn.—Sabbath
Recorder.
True Beauty.

THERE are so many kinds of beauty after 'which
one- may strive that we are bewildered by the bare
dattempt to number them: There is beauty of manhood; of utterance, of achievement, of reputation, of
character, any one of which outweighs beauty of
person, even in the scales of society, to say nothing
of celestial values. Cultivate moat the kind that
lasts longest. The beautiful face with nothing back
of it lacks the " staying qualities " that are necessary
to those who would be winners in the race of life.
It is- not the first mile-post; but the last, that tells
the, story ; not the outward-bound steed., but the
one on the " home stretch," that we - note as victor.
The loom of life turns out many fabrics. Is' the
beauty that you seek the gossamer nT a day, or the
royal purple of a century ? Beauty of manner,
tender considerateness, reverence, and equipoise of
manner, will make it impossible for you ever to be
desolate, and will insure your always being loved.
No physical defect, however irrmediable, bars you
from this choicest of all exterior attractions. Beauty of utterance has in fadeless charm ; it
opens all hearts whose key it is worth while to wish
for, and makes those once obscure the favorites of
fortune, - the heroes of society, the peers of kings.
Burns was a highland peasant, but the magic of his
song.made him the idol of a nation • and winsomeness of speech will always win, whether upon the
world's great stage or in the sheltered home life.
Beauty of achievement, whether in overcoming
a hasty temper or a' habit of 'exaggeration, in exploring a continent with Stanley or guiding well the ship
of state with Gladstone, is always fascinating, and,
whether 'known in a circle large as the equator or
only in the family circle at home, those who are in
this fashion beautiful are never desolate, and some
one always loYes them.
Beauty of reputation is a mantle of spotless ermine
in which if you are but enwrapped you shall receive
the homage of those about you, as real, as ready, and
, as spontaneous as any ever paid to personal beauty
in its most entrancing hour. Some sort of reputation you -must have, whether you will or not. In
school, in church, at home, and in society you carry
ever with you the wings of a good, 'or the ball and
chain of a bad reputation. Resolve to make it beautiful, clear, shining, gracious. This is Within your
power, though the color of your eyes .and hair is not.
But reputation after all, is but the shadow cast by
' beauty, in this best and highest
character ; and
• sense, commands all forces ,worth having, in all
worlds. Every form of attractiveness confesses the
primacy of this. Beauty of character includes every
good of which a human heart can know, and makes
-the woman who possesses it, a princess, in Israel,
whose home is everybody's heart, 'and whose heaven
is everywhere. The dullest' eyes may reflect this
• beauty ; the palest cheek bloom with .it ; the most
unclassic lips "niay be enwreathed with its smile 'of

ineffable good-will -and heavenly joy. For beatify of
character eonies only from loving obedience to every
known law of _God in nature and in grace. - Lovingly
to learn and dutifully to obey these laws of our
beneficent Father is to live. Anything less is but,
to vegetate.
" Let As keep our heavenly Father in the midst ;"
let us be beautiful, for we were meant to be ; let us
not only desire but. determine to be winners ; but
most of all let, us remember, with each tick of the
brain in 'a thought, and of faith in a prayer, that
" the King's daughter must be all glorious within."
—Miss Frances E. Willard, in How to Win."
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completely dead. It is also much thinner, and will
all come out, I think, in .a few years. Her ease is
but one of many.
"If -women would only take into consideration the
fact that health, as a rule, gives vitality to the hair,
they would not use so many ineffectual remedies.
It-is enough to have a race of bald-headed Men—
may the females be spared."—,New York Mail and
Express.
Why He Reformed.

THERE was a drunkard in an Arkansas town who
became a sober man through a kind Providence
granting him what Burns longed for,—
"Oh, wad some power the giftie gie us,
To-see oursel's as ithers see us!"
One day several acquaintances, on asking him to
drink,- were surprised to hear him say, " You must
Tobacco Poison.
excuse me, gentlemen, for I can't drink anything."
To their question, " What is the matter with you,"
-EVIDENCES are abundant that tobacco is one of he said,
the most. deadly poisons known. ' Facts easy of
" I'll tell you. The other day I Met a party of
demonstration prove this most conclusively. One friends. When I left them, I was about half drunk.
quid of tobacco, such as is generally taken into the I would not have. stopped at this; but my friends had
mouth, or the amount of tobacco used at one time to hurry away to catch a train. To , a man of my
in a pipe, placed in a snake's mouth, would produce temperament, to be half drunk 'is a miserable condeath as quickly as to sever its head from the body. dition ; for the desire for more is so strong that he
A leaf of tobacco,placed in the arm pits of one un- forgets hit self-respect in his efforts to get more to
accustomed to use. it, will cause nausea and vomiting. drink. „Failing at the saloons,- I 'remembered that
A person who is accustomed to the use of tobacco, there was a half-pint of whisky at home, which had
wrapped in a wet sheet, with sufficient, covering to been purchased for medical purposes. Just ,before
induce- perspiration, within half an hour will elimi- reaching the gate, I heard voices in the garden,- and
nate from the body enough poison to kill in. ten looking over the fence, I saw my little son and
minutes a snake enveloped in the same sheet. 'Many daughter playing.
an infant, sleeping with a tobacco-using parent,
" Now, you be ma,' said the boy, 'and I'll be 'pa.
has slept the sleep that knows no waking in this Now, you sit here and I'll come home drunk., 'Wait,
life. Many a woman has become an invalid by' now, till I find any bottle,'
sleeping with a -tobacco-using husband, and the
" He took a bottle, ran away and. filled it with
death has been attributed to other causes, often to a- water. Pretty soon he returned, and, entering the
mysterious Providence.- An eminent physician once play-house, nodded idiotically at tine little girl, and
passing a house surrounded by every evidence of sat down without saying anything. Then the girl
wealth and refinement, said as follows : " I have a looked up from her work and said,
patient in there, an idolized wife, who is dying and
" James, why will you do this way ?'
beyond all help, and none of them know what is the
" Whizzer way ?' he replied.
matter with her, and still her husband -has killed
-" Getting drunk.'
mean just this, her husband is literally
her.
" Who's drunk ?'
steeped in tobacco until the insensible perspiration
" You are, an' you promised when tine baby died
from his body has, become a*adly poison, and his that you wouldn't drink any more. The children
wife las absorbed enough of this, and had before I are almost ragged, an' we haVen't anything to, eat
was'called, to kill her." At an establishment where hardly, but you still throw your money away: Don't
they treat patients for the cure of the tobacco habit, you know you are breaking my heart ?'
one who had lOng been accustomed to the use of the
" I hurried away. The acting was too life-like,
filthy weed was washedns clean as soap and water I could think of nothing all day .but those, childlren
can make him, and upon allowing flies to light upon playing in the garden, and' I vowed I would not
the body, they were killed in just five minutes. take another drink, and I will not."-HArkansaw
There was poison enough in the perspiration of the Traveller.
man to kill flies when they came in contact with it.
S. N. H.
IN this city the other day A boy of sixteen attempted his life'through insanity caused by excessHair)Metortng.
ive smoking of cigarettes. The empyreuniatic oil
had gone to the brain, producing partial paralysis
A FASHIONABLE modiste gave a reporter some
and insanity. The lesson of this incident. might
points on women doctoring their hair to obtain
not to be lost upon the individual, if a parent, to
certain effects in color. She said :—
keep the boy from the cigarette, if a boy himself,
" Women are blessed with such luxuriant hirto let the cigarette alone,—Christian at Work; New
sute adornments that they rarely become bald. If
they did not atteinpt to doctor their hair, it, would York.

lad* aral Zalpernuct

never fall out, unless some scalp disease 'caused it.
In nearly every hair store you visit will 'be found a
hair lotion specially, prepared to do something won=
derful either in the way of prodiMing extraordinary
growth, or changing the color from a sandy to a
golden, or as deSired. Women have a fondness for
experimenting with their' hair, Triad cannot resist the
temptation to try all the, nostrums offered.
"I have seen many a beautiful head of hair ruined
by applications of lotions. I know a young married
lady who moves in 'the highest circles. She had
long, wavy, blonde hair, the envy of nine-tenths of
her friends. She concluded that she wanted it ,a
shade lighter--Lsome one- bad told her that it would
add to its beauty. She began by using borax and
a lot of prepared stuff; guaranteed by each person
who sold it to do its work effectually and without
harm. -- Her hair IS now 'an -Ugly shade ,of sorrel, and

WE have a great horror of arsenic, and fifty other
things ; the fact is, all these things are a mere
bagatelle in relation to the most direct, ,absolute,
immediate, and certain poisonings which-are caused
by alcohol. There are-more men killed—so far as I
know English statistics—more men poisoned :by
alcohol, than are poisoned by all other poisons put
together.—James Edmunds, M. D., London, England.
HUNDREDS of boys,- says tiw.Scientfic American,'
apply for enlistment in the United States Navy,
but are rejected because they cannot pass the
'physical examination. The first ',question is, " Do
you smoke?" The invariable response is, "No,
sir ;" but the tell-tale, diseolortittni of the fingers
at once tells the truth.
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THE FEET OF IRON AND CLAY,

Am/co Shown that the legs of iron of Dan. 2
and the little horn of chap. 7 symbolized Rome, the
fotirthgreat empire of the world, and: having traced
that!' power doWn to the commencement of the
Cliritian era, it only remains that we notice some
rurther 'specifications of the prophecy which have
theii apPlication since that time.
S4,h1 :the prophet : "And the fourth- kingdom
shall' be strong as iron ; .
. and as iron that
breaketh-- in pieces and subdueth all- these, shall, it
-breii* in pieces and bruise." Dan. 2-: 40. This
is -a ifit =emblem only of the Roman power, " the
inelrclble fortitude, hardiness, and force of which,"
says iScott, " perhaps were never equalled. - By wars
and Conquests, the Romans bore down all opposi-:
tion,land redueed,:almost every kingdoin or state in
the known-world-Into some kind or degree of
pend'ence."
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But the prophet continues.; " And, whereas -thou belonging to him; in full measure. They have said
suwest the feet and toes part of potter's clay, and that Sir Isaac ieivton would not indulge in_wild
part, of iron, the kingdom shall be divided ; but speculations and vain conjecture. It is stated that
there shall be in it of the strength of iron, foras- in all his astronomical and philosophical researches,
much as thou saWest the iron mixed with miry clay. every doctrine ;which he advanced was built on fact,
And as the toes of the feet were part of Iron and and that further- than this he would not proceed.
part of clay, so- the kingdom shall be partly strong He seems to have preserved this feature of his mind
while writing on prophecy. I never understood one
and partly broken."
fact 'concerning the ten horns of the fourth beast,
" The kingdom
until I read and closely noticed a passage of this
shall be divided."
philosopher's writing concerning that beast. I knew
In considering this
that the Roman empire was divided, and that ten
item of the prophkingdoms had existed in Europe as fragnients, or
ecy, we are brought
horns of that beast ; but I did not know why eastern
- once more to the
which the Roman, scepter had exsymbols_ of the sev- countries overenth chapter, in tended, Were_ not included. I knew that in Europe,
which the fourth for twelve hundred' years, ten horns had been Visible ;kingdom is repre- but if Asia should be taken into the reckoning, the
number of horns must be extended. The astronomer
sented by a great
saw
clearly enough why the kingdoms of Europe
and nameless beast,
dreadful and terrible and strong exceedingly, which alone were to constitute the body and the horns of
had great iron teeth, which devoured and break in the beast. His words we will transcribe, for the
pieces, and stamped the residue with its feet ; and it sake of thoSe who may wish to understand plainly
had ,ten horns. Verse 7. The ten horns are de- this interesting part of history.
"'All the four beasts are still alive, though the
clared plainly in verse 24 to be ten kings which
shotild arise out of this kingdom. Here we have dominion of the three first be taken away. This
the same divided state of the empire as is signified corresponds with the declaration- of the twelfth verse
by the ten toes of the image. This is now the sub- that although their dominion was gone, they had
ject of our consideration : Did ten kingclonis arise their lives prolonged for a season and a time. The
Out of the Roman empire, as contemplated by the nations of Chaldea and Assyria are. still the first
prophecy ? We answer, Yes ; and cite the reader beast ; those of Media and Persia are still the second
beast ; those of Macedonia, Greece, Thrace, Asia
for proof to the records of history
"Minor, Syria, and Ec'ypt, are still the fourth.
It is well known that Rome fell-beneath an over- Seeing therefore the body of the third beast is conwhelming irruption of barbarians from the north. fined to the nations on this 'side of the river EuThey were fierce and warlike tribes, given to rapine phrates, and the body of the fourth beast to the'
and plunder. The wealth of the provinces of the nations on' this side of Greece, we are to look for
south presented an alluring bait for their avarice ; all the four heads of the third beast among the
and the effeminacy of the people, brought on by a nations on this side of the Euphrates, and for all
long course of corruption and luxury, rendered them the eleven horns of the fourth beast among the
an easy prey to the unimpaired valor of these barbar- nations on this side of Greece, and therefore, at the
ous tribes. Being given to pillage, and led on from breaking of the Greek empire into four kingdoms,
place to place by the, hope of spoil and the love of we include no part of the Clialdeans, Medes, and
plunder, and warring frequently upon each other, it is Persians in those kingdonis, because they belonged
difficult to assign theM at first, for any considerable to the bodies of the two first beasts. Nor do we
period, a fixed location._ However, between the reckon the Greek empire seated at Constantinople
years 350 which is marked by the establishment of
among the horns of the fourth beast, because it bethe great Gothic kingdom, and 483, when the longed to the body of the third,'—Sir
Isaac Newton.
Roman empire was in its last stages of decline, they
" This is as plain as the astronomer's doctrine of
had appropriated to , themselves the territory of
gravitation. I pity the man who does not read ;
Europe ;' and from them have descended the people and I pity the.man who hastily reads his Bible, but
that at present inhabit it. But the nations engaged
is too ignorant to enjoy the wonderful picture so
in this work of invasion, and subversion were ten,
plainly delineated in these few verses."—Cause and
according to the prophecy, and are enumerated by
Cure of Infidelity, Am. Tract Society's Edition, p.
Machiaval, Bishop Lloyd, and Dr. Hales, as fol365.
lows :This part of the prophecy completes the image.
1. The Huns ; 2, The Ostrogoths ; 3. The Visi- From the starting point given us by the prophet,
goths ; 4. The Franks ; 5.- The Vandals ; '6. The we have come down past the head of gold, the breast
Suevi ; 7. The Burgundians ; 8. The Heruli and and arms of silver, the belly and sides of brass, the
Rugii, or Thuringi ;' 9. The Anglo-Saxons ; and legs of iron, until by these last revolutions the weak10. The Lombards. 2
ened state of the empire as set forth by the clay of
Concerning these kingdoms, Scott remarks : the feet, and its division as signified by the toes,
" They are indeed reckoned up in different ways by were fully accomplished ; and the image stands
different writers, according to the date assigned to complete before us. 'The words of the prophet now
their enumeration ; but, in general it is clear that come 'home with stirring power : "In the days of
they were nearly the same with the principal _king- these Icings shall the God of heaven set up' a kingdoms in Europe at this day ; excepting some of the dom." The -next event in this chain of prophecy is.
more northern regions, and- those possessed_ by the the crushing blow of the Stone cut out without
Turks'. It is, however, Certain that the Roman em- hand, which descends upon the feet of this ,great
pire was divided into ten kingdoms ; and though image of earthly kingdoms, and dashes it in pieces.
they might be sometimes more and sometimes fewer; Like a statue in solemn anticipation of its doom, it
yet they -Were still ,known by the name of the' ten has been for, long years awaiting this event. We
kingdoms of the western empire."
are persuaded that this is not far in the future.
R. s.
The question may arise- in some mind how it
happens, since Rome conquered the world,: that the
The Two Evenings.
ten horns are confined to Europe, and embrace none
of their conquests in Africa or Asia. The following,
THAT the Bible recognizes two evenings is clearly
from Dr. Nelson, will clear this part- of the sub- shown from two or three passages. In the margin
ject of all difficulty :—
of Ex. 12 : 6 we read the following language :
" The learned of the earth have praised one of " Between the two evenings." ThePassover was
their own number, for one particular trait of character to be slain during this time. How could this be if
1. DWI's Prophetic Exposition, vol, 1, p. 82.
2. For testimony in'regard to the rise of these nations, and their
inroads-into the Roman empire, the reader is referred to the Rileyclopedia Americana, Gibbon's Decline and Fall of tie Roman Empire,
and other histories.

the Bible recognized only one evening, as some
affirm ?
But,the most striking example is found in Matt.
14 :15-23. In verse 15 we read : " And when it
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Religious.
According to report, Russia has expressed a willing-s
ness to remit- the Turkish war indemnity in' return for
An English traveller 'has recently distributed nearly
the cession of territory in Asia Minor.
The Centennial Exhibition now open in Adelaide, 60,000 Biblewin Siberia.
France has secured a treaty- with Corea by which
South Australia, contains many fine exhibits, and is
French Missionaries are granted special privileges.
attracting large numbers of visitors. --,
In a single State in _America—Tennessee—there are
A serious colliery disaster occurred at amain) o, Vancouver' Island, on May 3, by which 189 men met a said to be 25 Mormon women at work as missionaries.
terrible death. Of these, 82 were Chinese laborers.
A well-known soprano singer_of Pittsbarg, PennsylPleuro-pneumonia has broken out among the cattle vania, whose mind had been unsettled by Spiritualism,
of New York, and the Dairy Commission. are making recently committed suicide.
The largest Lutheran parishes in the world are in
a wholesale slaughter to prevent the disease from
Central RusWa. One of them includes :300 villages,
spreading.
- It is' said that the- United States Government will with a population of 35,000 souls. The concessions which Bismarck has Made to Catholtake steps to secure an effective representation of that
country at the Centennial Exhibition to - be ,held in icism have stimulated the Protestants of Germany to
increased activity in propagating their faith, and they
Melbourne next year.
A landslip in Switzerland - recently buried several are raising large sums of money throughout the empire
houses, killing ten persons, and seriously injuring many for this purpose.
Since the ultra Roman Catholic party have regained
more. Entire herds of cattle were swept away, and a
power in Belgium, there has been a growing disgust
lake 25 feet deep was formed.
A large soap factory has just been established On the among the people with b )th the Church of Rome and
site of _ancient Shechem; and the people, who at first- the infidel party ; -but the work of the Evangelical
used the ,shap as food, are learning its- value for he Society is going forward. _ _
According to recent official statistics, in Madras,promotion of personal cleanliness. - THOSE who claim that Christ abrogated God's
A late telegram states that an American -company India, there is one criminal for every 440 Hindus, one
law,, and' proclaimed one of his. own; which they has been organized for the purpose of opening a chan- for every 728 Mussulmen, and but one for every 2,506
native Christians. This is good evidence that Chris,• assert to be the one we are now ,under, are placed nel from ocean to ocean by constructing a canal from tianity makes men better citizens.
in a serious dilemma to explain the nature of Christ's the Nicaraguan Lakes to the Pacific.
An anti-medium bill was introduced into the PennA general strike of the operatives in the mills of
work as our Advocate. It is evident that, in gensylvania Legislature at its last Session, It provideS for
Bolton,
Lancashire,
England,
terminated
in
a
riot
on
eral" terms, the province of an advocate is to plead
July 2. The police were-unable to quell the disturb- the punishment, by fine or imprisonment, of any person
the cause. of an offender before the offended lawgiver. ance, and the military were called out._
who for gain shall pretend to receive communicationsfrom the spirit of any deceased person to or for any
He, is supposed..to take an interest in securing exAlthough Bismarck secured a majority in the Reich- living, person.
HOMption from punishment for the offender. Now
-stag in favor of his army bill, the official returns of the
Dr. McGlynn, the priest whose course for some
if Christ is the author of the law now binding upon German elections show that‘, the popular vote was
months past has been creating so much excitement in
mankind, how can he be our Advocate ? It-would Against the Government, by a majority of 293,000.
Catholic circles in New York, still refuses to obey the
:be greatly lowering the dignity of a lawgiver to be
Prince Ferdinand of Saxe Coburg Gotha, a cousin of pope's summons to Rome. In his published defense he
found pleading that one who had violated his law the late Prince Albert, and a grandson ofLouis says : " I deny the right of -bishop, propaganda, or
-Might be pardoned for that transgression. With Philippe of France, has received the doubtful honor of pope to punish me for my actions as a man and a citwhom could he plead for such an extension of mercy ? a call to the throne of much-agitated Bulgaria.
izen in the late-municipal canvass or in other political
He would be placed under the, necessity of pleading - The money invested in electric lights in the United- movements, unless they can clearly show that these
With himself and against his own law; How much States is little less than £20,000,000.- There are 650 opinions are contrary to the teachings of the Christian,
more sensible to accept the statement of the prophet, local electrical lighting- companies in the country, and religion."
",The Lord is our lawgiver" (Isa. 33 : 22) ; and of 125,000 "voltaic arc lights and 650,000 incandescent
James, "There is one lawgiver." Chap. 4 :12. lights are in ,use every night.
This - leaves the work of Christ as our Advocate
During a class for mlitary instruction in a Hunclearly defined, ' and free from the embarrassing garian town near Buda-Pesth on. July 6, some experirelations caused by the position before referred to.' ments in explosives were being- conducted, when a, disastrous dynamite explosion took place, killing 27 men
HE GREAT CONTROVERSY
7— Gospel Sickle.
and seriously injuring fully 30 more.
The Syracuse University, of Syracuse, New York, is
BETWEEN
to come in possession of -the valuable library of Leo- Christ and Satanfrom the Destruction of Jerusalem
AIMIDIATM.
pold von Ranke, the great German historian, through
to the End of Time.
the liberality of an unknown donor. The library cori
sists of between 40,000 and 50,000 bound volumes,
Secular.
MRS. E. G. WHITE,
and about 70,000 manuscripts,- pamphlets, and unbound Author of." The LifeBY
of Christ," "Sketches from the Life of Paul,"
volumes.
"Bible Sanctification," and other popular works.
The amount off whisky manufactured daily in the
The Catholics of Melbourne recently presented aUnited States is 301,736 gallons.
9,000 COPIES SOLD IN FOUR MONTHS.
with rubies, a cope orThe period of history which it covers is one of deepest interestto
The Mayor of New York City is enforcing the Sun- handsome gold monstrance setembroidery
and having, every Christian, and the fact that the closing chapters relate to the
namented
with
gold
lace
and
daY liquor law with great severity.
and the future experience of flee people of God adds still
a Clasp of colonial gold set with emeralds and :garnets, presmt duty
interest to the volume.
Since 1873; the number of slaves in BraA has been and an elegantssilver chandelier set with brilliants, to greater
Earnest Christians of all denominations will find in it encouragereduced from 1,530,000 to 700,000.
and instruction in the delineation of the struggle maintained by
one of the Redemptorist fathers for the convent in ment
men raised up of God in each successive age to preserve the pure and
Durinn. the montli,of April, the public debt ( of the Waratah, N, -S. W.
true religion, and they will see that the world has been led to accept
after another of Satan's devices, till her teachers are corrupted
United States
was reduced nearly £4,000,000.
b
A railway bridge is to be built from New York to one
with false doctrines and, with infidelity.
The Russians are said .to be extending the Mery Long Island, having Bedloe Island for its center pier. Ouer 500 pages. Price, illustrated,
88
BIBLE ECHO, North Fitzroy, Victoria.
_railway to Punj-doh, 130 miles north of Herat.
The length of the bridge-will be 3i miles ; -height above
It is said that in Cairo, Egypt, there fire -now 400 the_ water 150 feet ; number of pounds of steel to be
HE WAY OF LIFE FROM PARADISE
liquor saloons where a few years ago there was not one. used, 12,000,000: The bridge will be wide enough for
LOST TO PARADISE RESTORED.
The cost of the best modern siege guns is £19,400, a double track -; large sized engines can be used, and
and the expense of shooting one of them once is £180. trains run at the,rate of 40 miles an hour.
At latest news the anti-tithe agitation in Wales still- A beautiful allegorical steel engraving, 24 by 30 inches, illusIn one of the seven Courts of Appeal in Paris, _330
trating the history of man as related to the plan of salvation, from
divorces were authorized ins single day in last Decem- continued, Many of the people are members of dis- the first transgression to the restoration of the race to its Edenic
holiness.
senting
churches,
and
are
unwilling
to
be
taxed
for
the
ber.
In the center of the engraving, the most prominent of all, stands
A,serious cave-in has occurred on the Panama Canal,- support of the State Church, with which they have no the cross with its dying victim. The shadow of the cross is shown
sympathy.
The
whole
country
is
in
-an
excited
state,
extending back through the ages even to the garden of Eden, to point
filling the cut solidly for a long distance with earth and
from the earliest time' to the "Lamb of God." The priest' is
and in some cases riots have occurred. - In one of the sinners
seen offering the lamb for the penitent, pointing him to Christ who is
rock .
rural districts, a mob of 1,500 Persons,drove off a posse to come, for the atonement of hiS faults. Coming by the cross, the
On July 4 the Queen performed the ceremony of lay- of 110 policemen.
scene changes, and instead of types and shadows, the memorials of
the gospel, Baptism and the Lord's Supper, are beautifully represented.
ing the foundation stone of the Imperial Institute at
When the new British ship of war Victoria was The picture is very comprehensive, and will repay careful study. It
South Kensington.
suitable to adorn any parlor or public hall, and has been valued in
launched, Sir William Armstrong showed the progress is
America at 30s. Price in the Colonies, Ss.
-On- the 7th of July a very destructive fire raged in
that has been made in this class of vessels in the past
Quebec. Immense quantities of munitions of war and few years by comparing the new vessel with Lord
various stores were burned.
Nelson's flagship, the Victory. The Victory could make ,(- 0-MING CONFLICT.
A new. absorbent called cofferdam, capable of holding 13 knots an hour, and had a crew ,of 850 men ; her
from twelve to fourteen times its own weight of water, heaviest shot was 68 pounds, and her whole broadside
BY W. H. LITTLEJOHN.
has been prepared from cocoanut fibre.
weighed-1,150 pounds, discharged by 325 pounds of
New York City spent £2,465,000 last year in main- powder:- The Victoria is 'an, iron, steamer making 17
This work presents to the mind of the reader the leading religiousquestion of America, and one that is at the present time attracting
'mining charitable and reformatory institutions; Of knots ; her heavieSt shot is 1,850 pounds, and her attention
in all parts of the world. It shows the- tendency of that
thisgreat outlay, 75 per cent. was due to_ intoxicating" broadside'4,750, discharged by 3,000 -pounds of powder ; Goverment to form a State religion and become a persecuting power.
and she curries 990 Men; including engineers and. stokers. It will juiciest and instruct all. 383 pp. Price, 4s.
drinks.
was evening, his disciples came to him, saying, This
is a desert place ; . . send the - multitude away,
.that they 'may go into the villages, and buy themselves victuals." We then learn that Jesus took
the five loaves and two fishes which' they had with
them, and divided them among the people, and they
all ate and were filled. He then sent the multitude
away, and in verse 23 we read : " And when he had
sent the multitude away, he went up into a mountain apart to. pray ; and when the evening was come
[of the same day], he was there alone." • Here, two
- evenings are plainly recognized,, and it is also plain
that one began much later than the other ; hence
we-conclude that this last evening must have been
the true evening,-which ever began at sunset and
marked the beginning of the next day. See Gen.
1'; Lev. 23 : 32 ; 22 : 6, 7; Josh. 8 :29 ; Mark
1 : '32.
In regard to the first evening the Bible does not
tell us just when it began ; but according to history
it commenced about three o'clock. See Bible' Dictionary, art Evening,—Set.
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iblt etho mat 'Iglu of flit Zinec
Melbourne, Australia, August, 1887.
f- THE meetingS in Castlemaine, conducted by Bro. W.
D. Curtis, -have opened favorably, the :interest and
attendance being excellent.

A LATk letter from New Zealand states that Bro.
Daniells has given two addresses before the Orangemen
cif Atickland, the first of which was- listened to by
Omit seven hundred persons. Hundreds of these had
never heard Bro. Daniells, but had heard bad reports
tibout the doctrine he was - preaching, and much prejudice was removed. The subjeCt was "RoMe." It was
ti-eated from a Bible standpoint, with, of course, plenty
cif good, live facts, such as the people appreciate.
THE pubhshmg work in Oakland, California, has inOeased to such an extent that at the late meeting of the
-Publishing Association it was decided to erect a threestory- building with basement, 60x70 feet, connecting it
with - the present buildings. The-office has dOne a good
b'nsiness- the past year, the net profits amounting to
about £2,300. They have printed and bound 20,000
-Opies_of that excellent work, Great Controversy, vol.
4, by- Mrs. E. G. White, which has now reached its
ninth edition. A" FEW weeks ago, Dr. Carr, the newly appointed
Roman Catholic -Archbishop of Melbourne, arrived from
- the-old world, and was accorded a reception that was
little -less than an ovation. In the address that was
- -pkesented him on this occasi .n by the clergy of the
elbourne diocese, a protest was made against taxing
Catholies ",to support a State system of instruction, in
which, being condemned by the church and opposed to
_Onscience, they cannot participate." In reply, Dr.
Carr said that no efforts on his part " would be lacking
td-bring about such a change in the law as would-In et
the re2uirements of their reasonable and righteous demands." The Archbishop has been as active as he is
prbminent - in Catholic social circles ; and his repeated
pdblic utterances on the subject give full assurance
Off he intends to keep his promise.

-

_i,
:THE new hymn books are now on sale at this office.
Eirerybody likes them. The hymns and tunes are good
anal in great variety, and the binding and style of
execution excellent. The prices are as follows
Library (without music) ...
Morocco ,
„
Library (with 'Music)
„
Russia
,,
Turkey Morocco (with music
Calf _
Levant R. C.
J1

S. D.
.1- 6
6 9

8
8
10
11
12

0
6
0
0
6

AT latest advices, a stringent Sunday law was before
64 Illinois Legislature, and likely to become a law.
Itd provisions are particularly severe on Sabbatarian
tradesmen,

The Truth in England. THE Sabbath reform as connected with the prophecy
of the second coming of Christ, brought .to view in
Rev. 14 :9-12,,began in England about nine years ago.
The Sabbath question is. one with which the English
people are not Wholly unacquainted. It was-about two
hundred and twenty-four years ago that English Sabbath-keepers carried the truth of the_ Sabbath from
England to America, and within the memory of some
nowdiving there were a number of Sabbatarian churches
in England; and still further back the Seventh-day
Baptists, as they are called, were numerous. In fact,
it is known that throughout Asia and Europe, there
have been adherents of the Bible Sabbath since- the
days of the apostles, so that at no time has the light of
truth been entirely extinguished.
It is an acknowledged fact that the seventh day was
anciently, and is now; the only Sabbath of ,the Bible,
and those who have had their attention called to this
fact and given the matter study,' must conclu le that
the Sunday institution is not of divine origin. It was
brought into the church, as one writer says, as a matter
of expediency, that being the. clay celebrated by the
heathen in their worship of the sun, and of course the
observance of that day in preference to the true Sabbath would render Christianity. less unpopular in the
eyes of paganism._ A backslidden church did not long
hesitate to‘ take_ such steps as would secure the "favor
of heathenism with which it was surrounded, and
hence this institution was admitted, with the worship of
the Virgin Mary, and other ceremonies similar to the.
pagan rites.
The early reforrners, coming from the bosom of the
Catholic Church, brought with them many relics of the
Papacy, and that this was the case is not surprising
but that they should be perpetuated in the creeds oi
Christendom, notwithstanding the testimony of the
Scriptures to the contrary, is. certainly inexcusable
when so great light is shining upon Bible truths as at
the - present time.
The work in England has been steadily progressing,
until- companies of Sabbath-keepers have been -raised
up in Many places, and quite a large edition of a paper
called Present Truth is published at Great Grimsby.
We have been contemplating moving from'Grim3by to
London, and in a few weeks, or months at least, it is
hoped that the journal will,be published from a London
house:, Then we shall be better prepared to clasp
hands with the colonies, not- only in Australia, but in
India and Africa, and other portions of the- British
dominions. Already we have located a few Bibleworkers in the city of London, and we look forward to
the time when we shall see many in this great city
observing the seventh day, and looking for the coming
of Christ. It may be just to say that at the present
time there is a Seventh-day Baptist Church in London,
under the charge of William Mead Jones, but their
numbers are few and the church cannot be said to be
in a very prosperous condition.
We shall be glad to give the readers of the BIBLE
Ecno, from time to time, an account of the prosperity
of the cause in England, as well as in different partsof the Continent,
a. N. H.
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was organized, and at the close of his stay here,
November 27, 1886, a church was-organized, consisting
of:about thirty-five members, also a tract and missionary society of about half that number. Through
holding Bible-readings and social meetings, an interest
has been kept up in the church; and • the truths of -the
third angel's message have been brought before others,
so that seven more have been added to their number
since I came, by baptism, and two others are awaiting
baptism, making nine in all. There are several others
who keep the Sabbath and attend the meetings.
The first regular quarterly meeting was held July 2,
when the ordinances were administered for the first
time in the church. The elder was ordained. Nearly
all the members were present and participated in all
the services, and.pronnunced it one of the best meetings
they ever attended.
_ It has been decided to commence a course of lectures
on present truth- in North Adelaide, commencing Sunday, July 17, where we hope to extend the work and
reap a harvest of souls.
We believe it was -in the providence of God that the
work was commenced when it was here, and that his
Care has been over it ; and now we ask for the prayers
of his people that the knowledge of the truth may be
extended by the present effort, and that many More
shall be added to the number, of such as shall be saved.
Adelaide, July 15, 1887.
M. C. ISRAEL.
\New Zealand.
SINCE my last report, I have visited the church at
Kaeo. Although there have been no additions since
my .visit in- the spring, the brethren and sisters are
firm in the truth and of good courage in the Lord.
They are 'doing the best they can to get the truth ,
before the people living in that part of the island.
In response to letters to persons to whom they have been
sending. the Rini: Emm some time, they have received
some encouraging-answers. While there are some who
are not interested in the truths advocated in the Emio,
there are others who are, who have sent a year's subscription for the paper. Let us be of good 0-Mirage in
the circulation of this dear paper:.- It bears the precious
truths of God for this day, and it will do a good work
in time.
On account of bad-weather and roads, we could not
hold evening meetings to any advantage. All seemed
hungry for the truths presented. Father Hare came
to Auckland with use to .spend a few weeks visiting
the new Sabbath-keepers and to help me in public
work ; but to our sorrow he,
' was taken ill in a few days
after Ids arrival, and remained so till he returned borne.
The work in Auckland is still onward. Although
the church building is riot quite finished, we have been
using it three. weeks.- We hope to finish it this week.
I expect to begin a series of meetings, in it in a week
or two. Several have begun to keep the Sabbath since
the tent was taken down, and others are interested.
Since my last _report, one of the ministers has- published a little_ pamphlet on- the Sabbath question. As
usual, it sadly devours other positions taken heretofore.
Notwithstanding all the opposition, we were never of
better courage. Our faith in this work was never
stronger. Of- course we shall have_ opposition and
apostasies. Moses, Nehemiith, and bur blessed Saviour_
had them to deal with ; and can we hope to get along
without the- seine -experience ? On the contrary, we
must expect more as we near the end ; but wewno that the hand of Him who has never once failed is in
this work; and it will succeed.
Two young ladies have joined our family to learn
the Bible-reading work. We are very anxious to get
good, capable workers to aid in spreading the truth.
The homes and hearts of many good people are wide
open to receive the truth. It seems that while Satan
is doing his work, and preparing for the last- -greatstruggle, the angels of God are doing their work to
prepare a people for the conflict. Our earnest prayer
is that we shall be ready- for each opening of -.provi-;
dente; so that at last we shall not have to regret neglect
of duty.
A G. D
.
Auckland, New Zealand; July 4.
-

THE Pacific Press has issued a series of twelve tracts
of rorn eight to sixteen ,pages, made Op from articles
Ballarat and Adelaide.
published in the American Sentinel, which are well
calbulated to do good service in the Sabbath vs. Sunday
ON my way to Adelaide, visited Ballarat and spent
catinpaign in California.
four days with the brethren. Held five meetings, and
presented subjects to encourage in regard to duty and
' QUITE a sensation has been produced by Lord Ran- faithfulneSs in the Christian warfare. The services
dolph Churchill's speech , at Wolverhampton on the were well attended. The companyare of good courage,
British army and navy. He represents the army as and are doing what they can to shed rays of light on
by no means well armed and equipped, and the navy as the coining of the Lord and kindred subjects, that
forMidable chiefly became it has not been tested ; and those who will, walk in the light may be prepared to
yetithese two branches of the service cost Great_ Brit- have a seat at the marriage supper of the Lamb.
ain' about £31,000,000 annually. Perhaps it is this
The church in Adelaide was brought out biElder
timely and thorough expose that has led the Admiralty Corliss; wbo, previous,to leaving- for America, spent
dePrartment to ask for £800,000 less than was con- about three months here, holding meetings in two of
Printc, and published by J. 0. Corliss band M. C. Israel, for the International Tract and Missionary Society, at the Echo Publishing
si.d4red necessary last year._
the suburbs, Norwood and Stepney. A Sabbath-school House, Itae and Scotebmer Streets,ITorth Fitzroy, Victoria.

